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Awe, elation and rapture. These are all short-lived 
experiences. They only last for a moment but they will 
make your pulse race for weeks. These stimuli invig-
orate you and take your mind off reality. In the second 
issue of Spacial magazine, powered by Lasvit, we 
explore various aspects of the Marvel theme. What do 
people get excited about? 
What can transport them 
into different realms? 
What arouses their curi-
osity and motivates them? 
How do they overcome 
the seemingly impossible? 

We found inspiration in 
the short story Children 
on a Country Road 
by Prague-born writer 
Franz Kafka, one of the 
world’s great thinkers. 
This work is permeated 
by a dreamy fascination 
with nature, an unre-
strained exploration of 
the world and with move-
ment. There, Kafka is gradually discovering the limit-
less possibilities of expression and joy, which gradually 
disappeared from his later work. The introductory es-
say was written by one of the leading experts on Kaf-
ka’s work, the writer Magdalena Platzová. The article 
offers many imaginative layers and endless exploration 
of the map of the world, as well as the universe, and 
presents the latest collection by David Rockwell’s stu-
dio in the leading role. Called Constellation, it is 
reminiscent of the Milky Way. pp. 8-15

In our Questionnaire, we asked members of the large 
Lasvit family what they have been excited about 
lately. pp. 68-71 It turns out that by being moved, we 
often experience something so great that it over-
whelms us. We talked to the current issue’s person-
ality, leading architect, design visionary and nature 
lover Kengo Kuma about the transformation of 
monumentality. As a young boy, he was fascinated by 
Kenzō Tange’s stadium. Seeing the way Tange man-
aged to connect heaven to earth in a dramatic ges-
ture of hanging roofs enthralled him so much that he 
decided to become an architect at that very moment. 
The sense of monumentality in his own work, howev-
er, is fundamentally different. Instead of grandeur, he 
achieves it by using natural materials and structures, 

relying on craftsmanship skills and long-forgotten 
techniques, which he combines innovatively 

with new technologies. 

At Lasvit, we also believe that 
it is not so much the size that 
matters as the emotions you 
create and the innovations you 
manage to implement. For an 
overview of our completed 
projects, whether large or 
small, static or interactive, 
complex or simple, see Some-
thing Mesmerizing. pp. 26-39 

We discuss innovations in the 
article The Unexpected Symboll-ism of Fungi, 
pp. 94-103  the process related to each of them in the 
article Turning Dreams into Reality, pp. 16-25 and the 
specific result – a very complex light installation that 
responds to music – in our article Oasis of Light and 
Sound.  pp. 72-83

Elation and awe are emotions that we never tire of. 
We hope you will also experience them when reading 
the second issue of  Spacial magazine.

EDITOR’S 
LETTER
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When you visit his 
museum or drink 
from his glass, in both 
cases you feel that 
you are part of some-
thing special. The 
world’s leading archi-
tect, designer and na-
ture lover Kengo Kuma 
manages to infuse 
monumentality into 
projects across sizes, 
materials and purpos-
es. His talent for tran-
scending conventional 
categories is impres-
sive enough that Ken-
go Kuma has taken 
over the patronage 
of the second issue 
of Spacial magazine 
on the multifaceted 
theme of marvel.

MONUMENTALITY 
ACROSS MEDIA 
AND SCALES

Kengo Kuma introduces the current issue

Interview: Eva Slunečková 
Photo: Kengo Kuma, LASVIT

SUBJECT 1: 
MONUMENTALITY
When I was a little boy, I saw the stadium that 
Kenzō Tange designed for the 1964 Tokyo 
Olympics. I was fascinated by its otherness. 
It was very different from the other buildings. 
It’s a unique engineering structure of two col-
umns with a roof suspended between them. At 
the time, Japan was recovering from World War 
II. The aim of the monumentality of that era 
was to “touch the sky,” which Tange accurately 
captured – he connected the earth and the 
sky with a dramatic gesture. It reminds me of 
Mount Fuji. It’s a dramatic building, but at the 
same time a very natural one. That day, I was 
ten years old, I decided to become an architect. 
An unforgettable day. In 2021, when I de-
signed Meiji-Jingu Park for the second Tokyo 
Olympics, I took a different approach. For me, 
the monumentality of today is about balancing. 
It’s about using local, natural materials and 
practices, and it’s about creating atmosphere.

→ Swirling Kafka     p. 8

A dreamlike fascination with nature and move-
ment in connection with the new Constellation 
collection by David Rockwell.

→   Something 
Mesmerizing      p. 26 

Interplay of glass, light and imagination lies 
behind extraordinary bespoke installations. 
Regardless of whether it is an intimate space 
or a large interior. 
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In the 20th century, we’re thinking about 
architecture more like an image. Then the 
building is very photogenic but the relationship 
to the context is very poor. I want to recover 
the connection between materials, natural light 
and location. This combination can bring strong 
impact to the people. Atmosphere is coming 
from the materials and from the harmony creat-
ed between them and the natural light. Because 
light is one of the most important elements in 
any interior. How to manage the shadows and 
reflection, that’s much more important than 
the shape of the building itself. For example, 
my project of H. C. Andersen Hus in Odense is 
very much linked with the town itself. Odense 
is full of very humble buildings, which I didn’t 
want to overcome. The house had to be part of 
the community. At the same time, I wanted to 
give some kind of suprise to the visitors. Carved 
walls and wooden frames are startling to the 
visitors, especially the kids, who are the main 
guests here. The goal is for them to walk away 
with an unforgettable experience, which is a role 
very important for architecture and design. 

→ Dare to Dream   p. 92

Allow yourself to switch off and let your ima-
gination take over. Awaken it with the sym-
bolism embedded in hand-blown artworks. 

→  Beauty is a Relative 
Thing   p. 68 

Art can touch even the most intimate corner 
of the human soul. Which works have re-
cently moved Lasvit's designers and artists? 
Get inspired by the ultimate selection from 
across the world. 

→ Playlist  p. 144

Enjoy reading accompanied by a playlist with  
favourite songs by this issue's personalities 
such as Kengo Kuma, Victoria Yakusha, Jan 
Plecháč or Marek Effmert.

→  Selected  
products   p. 145 

Escape the everyday through our art 
glass pieces.

SUBJECT 3: NATURE
When we talk about the use of materials in 
general, one thing that gets forgotten is scale. 
For example, concrete is a great material but we 
can’t find a human scale in it. Wood as a natural 
material is always compatible with the size of the 
human body. That’s why you can give an intimate 
human scale to the building because it’s much 
more familiar to us. You can feel intimacy from 
traditional Japanese buildings made of natural 
materials because in Japan we use a unique 
modular system based on the size of the human 
body. But even in modernist buildings, such 
as Tugendhat vila in Brno, you can see how 
beautiful feelings come from natural materials 
such as stone. Natural materials tell you how to 
use them.

→  PS Sending  
Flowers    p. 84  

How to travel when you can’t move from your 
house? Through an art installation!

→  The Unexpected  
Symboll-ism of Fungi

       p. 94

Mushrooms are more a part of our everyday 
lives than we think. The Czech studio LLEV has 
now figured out how to incorporate mycelium 
into glass production. Meet their revolutionary 
idea: glass moulds grown from funghi!

SUBJECT 2:  
ATMOSPHERE

“You need patience and time. 
Many small steps lead you 

to climb the wall at the end.”
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SUBJECT 5: SHARING
My personal childhood memories are very much connected with the forest. My family home was 
right next to the forest, which was a playground for me. A place where I went instead of the garden, 
which was too artificial for me. In the woods, I naturally encountered wildlife, insects, wild plants... 
The forest is a magical world that can change you forever and teach you many things about the 
world and about rising from its mundanity. Its importance in Japanese culture is evidenced by the 
fact that it is always located near a shrine or temple and these spaces are often visited. The forest is 
a perfect shared space where you can meet anyone. It is these places that are often missing in cities 
and care should be taken to bring them back.

→   Back to the Roots with 
Victoria Yakusha    p. 50

Design as a tool for naming the changing 
Ukrainian society and its rediscovered identity. 
Interview with Victoria Yakusha, founder of 
Faina Studio. 

→ Of Ice and Men   p. 130 
Follow our futuristic tribe on a way to transcen-
dence out of a flawed world. They are treading 
the path for each one of us. For everyone who 
yearns for ascension.

Textures created by nature are very inspiring to 
me. They always exceed our expectations and 
hide many surprises. My long-standing desire 
has been to translate these textures into glass, 
which is also a natural material. I was fascinated 
by the flow of water in the forest, which for me 
creates a very special feeling of encountering 
a living organism. Also, glass can bring that 
kind of feeling to people, like unbridled water, 
and convey it to them in ordinary activities, 
such as drinking a beverage. The Yakisugi col-
lection should be such a memento of the forest 
in people’s everyday life.

SUBJECT 4: 
TEXTURES

→ Tactile Touch    p. 40  
Muted, diffused, coloured or otherwise 
distorted light passing through glass in 
architecture is what astonishes us and stimu-
lates our senses. 

→  How Strong Can  
Thin Ice Be  p. 104

Join us on a tour through a unique glacier cave 
designed by Wanda Valihrachová. It‘s ice-like, 
yet dazzling, and elevates the shopping experi-
ence to alpine heights.

→  Hand-made  
Experiments    p. 120 

Designer Jan Plecháč celebrates a decade of 
testing shapes, surfaces and materials and 
the launch of the new Hidden Light collecti-
on. Together with Henry Wielgus, they have 
imprinted it with a relationship to craft and 
post-industrialism. 

“I would like to change the definition 
of architecture by creating a much closer 

connection of old artisan crafts and 
technologies.” 
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Kengo Kuma is a renowned Japanese architect 
and professor at the University of Tokyo Gra-
duate School of Architecture. He founded Ken-
go Kuma & Associates in 1990 after receiving 
his degree from the University of Tokyo in 1979. 
His architectural firm has completed a num-
ber of highly acclaimed and award-winning 
projects in Asia, Europe and the USA. Among 
others, he has designed the Japan National 
Stadium in Tokyo, V&A Museum, Dundee in 
the UK, Takanawa Gateway Station in Tokyo or 
the modern Odunpazari Museum in Eskişehir, 
Turkey. He is known as a prolific writer, with 
widely read books published in English, Chi-
nese and Korean. Kuma has been part of the 
Lasvit family since 2017, when he designed the 
Yakisugi collection, inspired by natural textures. 

SUBJECT 6: 
CONNECTION
Humanity should be a permanent part of nature. 
We are now deliberately separating the two. In 
modernism, it was popularized by Le Corbusier 
and his pilots – it was a way to consistently 
separate humans from nature. I am trying to 
reverse this process and bring nature back 
to people. It’s definitely one of the challenges 
for architecture in the wake of the Covid-19 
pandemic. We’re entering a whole new chapter. 
After Covid, people often think we should get 
away from big cities, which are stressful, dirty, 
chaotic... But I think that post-pandemic archi-
tecture should bring a new relationship with the 
environment and focus much more on the nature 
around the buildings and the urbanism. A new 
age of architecture is coming and we are part of 
its creation.

→  Draped in  
a Translucent  
Gown   p. 58 

Even the wall of the house should not prevent 
the connection with the immediate surroun-
dings. Be part of the view thanks to innovative 
glass walls.

SUBJECT 7: INNOVATIONS
My studio and I would like to change the definition of architecture. Our goal is to create a new type 
of architecture defined by innovation. We work with new technologies and combine them with old 
crafts and principles. We believe that this combination can bring about a change in the field. We 
want to innovate architecture and design and bring it closer to a more sustainable future. Old build-
ings in particular bring me great inspiration. Last time it was Antoni Gaudí’s timeless Casa Batllo in 
Barcelona. I visited it for the first time forty years ago and today, after so many years, I have found 
many new impulses in it again.

→  Turning Dreams Into 
Reality    p. 16  

Humble and talented. Invisible and indis-
pensable. Portrait of the glassmaker Marek 
Effmert, who is bridging the gap between the 
wildest fantasies of the artists and their final 
physical form.

→ The Elusive    p. 110  
World-famous architect, designer and glass-
maker Bořek Šípek, whose driving force was 
experimentation. Across styles, disciplines, 
materials or forms. Get to know his eccentric 
and quite exceptional work through imaginati-
ve collages.

“In the 20th century, we’re thinking about 
architecture more like an image.”
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Text: Magdaléna Platzová
Photos: Shotby.us

Franz Kafka was twenty years old when he started writing his first novel. He 
was never quite satisfied with it to offer it for publication. However, he did what 
he usually did with other works: he took out passages he considered good and 
published them as separate stories. This is also the case with the short story 
Children on a Country Road from Kafka’s first book, Betrachtung (Contem-
plation or Meditation). In addition to all the themes which are typical of his 
later works, there is also something else – a dreamlike fascination with nature 
and movement. The boundless sky and the vast, open space, which was gradually 
shrinking in Kafka’s later work.    
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The constellations of the 
night sky and the lights of 

nocturnal New York City 
inspired the Constellation 

collection, designed by 
Rockwell Group. The 
series’ centerpiece is 
a unique light which 
makes one feel as if 

looking into the depths of 
the cosmos.

Born in Prague’s Old Town, he spent his 
childhood and youth holidays in the country-
side. Franz Kafka knew the charming warm 
nights, the sense of freedom and the activi-
ties that go with summer. In 1907, he writes 
to Max Brod from Třešť: “I am riding around 
on the motorbike a great deal, swimming 
a lot, lying nude in the grass by the pond for 
hours, hanging about the park until midnight 
with a bothersomely infatuated girl, have 
already tedded hay in the meadow, have set 
up a merry-go-around, helped trees after 
a storm, taken cows and goats to pasture 
and driven them home in the evening, played 
a lot of billiards, taken long walks, drunk a lot 
of beer...”

      It is hard to imagine the troubled, 
indrawn, melancholic Kafka, as he was later 
usually described, amidst such a whirl-
wind of activity. The short story Children 
on a Country Road is such a whirlwind. 
Everything is in motion: the vehicles, the 
swing, the birds, the stars, the curtains, the 
children, the moon and the water. The soft 
movement of the forest making a whispering 
sound in the wind and the bright light of the 
moving train. There is no walking, only run-
ning with a “mouth full of fire,” jumping and 
fast flight, a dull sound of stomping, high 
in the air, there is lashing out, falling and 
even singing. The narrator is with a group 
of friends, but he can break away and run 
alone. This is freedom, this is innocence. The 
antithesis of the gloominess and weariness 
that permeated Kafka’s later works.

      Franz Kafka is like a young boy in his 
own story who, jumping over a ditch, falls on 
his back at one point. He lies there, sinking 
deeper and deeper and... and he does not 
want it to stop. He no longer can or wants to 
get up, join the others, grab their hands, run 
with the wind and carry on. The world seen 
from the ditch seems powerful and magnif-
icent to him, while he himself is becoming 
smaller and weaker. Being small, he admires 
greatness. Being weak, he admires strength. 
Being sick, he admires health. Being hes-
itant, he admires a spontaneous gesture. 
In a diary entry dating from 1911, he finds 
“the abrupt turning of a hefty girl’s head” 
so striking that it is worthy of being record-
ed. And on the same day he writes: “The 
beautiful large button, beautifully set low 
on the sleeve of a girl’s dress. How seldom 
I succeed in creating something beautiful, 
and this unnoticed button and its ignorant 
seamstress succeeded.”

      Again and again, he also bowed to his 
lovers, whether it was in a relationship with 
Felice Bauer or Milena Jesenská. He admired 
their strength, their spontaneity, their loud-
ness, their lust for life, their courage, which, 
in his own opinion, he himself lacked. At the 
same time, however, he rejected his lovers. 
For he, lying in the deepest of ditches and 
looking up to all the beautiful and powerful 
things above him, in fact does not want these 
qualities. Even if such traits were to bow 
down to him and somehow (perhaps de-
ceiving themselves) offer themselves to him. 

This is not for the likes of me, Kafka says. 
And neither is this. Strictly speaking, there 
is nothing for me, all I can do is lie back and 
watch. Not to have. But not even to be, only 
to look. In other words, to write.

      The starving artist, the main character of 
one of Kafka’s last stories, does not eat. Not 
to be a record breaker, but because he does 
not like the taste of anything. The animal 
in Der Bau (The Lair) no longer ventures 
into the outside world because of fear. The 
acrobat from the short story entitled The First 
Sorrow needs only two trapeze bars to be 
happy. Where is the windswept, spirited, col-
ourful, eventful landscape of the short story 
Children on a Country Road? How come 
it disappeared? It shrank and it also sharp-
ened. Through Kafka’s powerful writing, its 
energy has been concentrated into a single 
point where a very different space opens up 
to the reader: the infinity here and now.  

Magdaléna Platzová (1972) is a Czech writer 
who has been living in France for a number 
of years. Growing up in Prague, she studied 
in the United States and in England, receiving 
a Master’s degree in philosophy from Charles 
University in Prague. She worked as an editor 
and journalist at Literární noviny and Respekt, 
and continues to contribute to Czech period-
icals and other Czech media to this day. In 
2009–2012 she lived in New York where she 
taught a course on Franz Kafka at New York 
University. Her most recent book, the novel 
Život po Kafkovi (Life after Kafka), focuses on 
the life of Kafka’s fiancée, Felice Bauer, and the 
world after the Second World War.
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I heard the wagons rumbling past the garden 
fence, sometimes I even saw them through 
gently swaying gaps in the foliage. How the 
wood of their spokes and shafts creaked in the 
summer heat! Laborers were coming from the 
fields and laughing so that it was a scandal.

      I was sitting on our little swing, just resting 
among the trees in my parents’ garden. On the 
other side of the fence the traffic never stopped. 
Children’s running feet were past in a moment; 
harvest wagons with men and women perched 
on and around the sheaves darkened the flower 
beds; toward evening I saw a gentleman slowly 
promenading with a walking stick, and a couple 
of girls who met him arm in arm stepped aside 
into the grass as they greeted him. Then birds 
flew up as if in showers, I followed them with 
my eyes and saw how high they soared in one 
breath, till I felt not that they were rising but 
that I was falling, and holding fast to the ropes 
began to swing a little out of sheer weakness. 
Soon I was swinging more strongly as the air 
blew colder and instead of soaring birds trem-
bling stars appeared.
     
       I was given my supper by candlelight. Often 
both my arms were on the wooden board and 
I was already weary as I bit into my bread and 

butter. The coarse-mesh window curtains 
bellied in the warm wind and many a time 
some passer-by outside would stay them with 
his hands as if he wanted to see me better and 
speak to me.

      Usually the candle soon went out and in 
the sooty candle smoke the assembled midges 
went on circling for a while. If anyone asked me 
a question from the window I would gaze at him 
as if at a distant mountain or into vacancy, nor 
did he particularly care whether he got an an-
swer or not. But if one jumped over the window 
sill and announced that the others were already 
waiting, then I did get to my feet with a sigh.
 
“What are you sighing for? What’s wrong? 
Has something dreadful happened that can 
never be made good? Shan’t we ever recover 
from it? Is everything lost?”
Nothing was lost. We ran to the front of the 
house. “Thank God, here you are at last!” – 
“You’re always late!” – “Why just me?” – “Es-
pecially you, why don’t you stay at home if you 
don’t want to come?” – “No quarter!” – “No 
quarter? What kind of way is that to talk?”

      We ran our heads full tilt into the evening. 
There was no daytime and no nighttime.
Now our waistcoat buttons would be clacking 
together like teeth, again we would be keeping 
a steady distance from each other as we ran, 
breathing fire like wild beasts in the tropics. 
Like cuirassiers in old wars, stamping and 
springing high, we drove each other down the 

short alley and with this impetus in our legs 
a farther stretch along the main road. Stray 
figures went into the ditch, hardly had they 
vanished down the dusky escarpment when 
they were standing like newcomers on the field 
path above and looking down.

“Come on down!” – “Come on up first!” – 
“So’s you can push us down, no thanks, 
we’re not such fools.” – “You’re afraid, 
you mean. Come on up, you cowards!” – 
“Afraid? Of the likes of you? You’re going to 
push us down, are you? That’s a good one.”
We made the attempt and were pushed head 
over heels into the grass of the roadside ditch, 
tumbling of our own free will. Everything was 
equally warm to us, we felt neither warmth nor 
chill in the grass, only one got tired.
 
      Turning on one’s right side, with a hand un-
der the ear, one could easily have fallen asleep 
there. But one wanted to get up again with 
chin uplifted, only to roll into a deeper ditch. 
Then with an arm thrust out crosswise and legs 
threshing to the side one thought to launch into 
the air again only to fall for certain into a still 
deeper ditch. And of this one never wanted to 
make an end.
 
      How one might stretch oneself out, espe-
cially in the knees, properly to sleep in the last 
ditch, was something scarcely thought of, and 
one simply lay on one’s back, like an invalid, in-
clined to weep a little. One blinked as now and 
then a youngster with elbows pressed to his 

FRANZ KAFKA 
– CHILDREN ON 
A COUNTRY ROAD
(1912)

The centerpiece of the 
Constellation collection is 

a horizontal lighting with the 
recognizable silhouette of the 
Cassiopeia constellation. The 

shape of the standing lamp 
is reminiscent of the Pole 

Star, while the wall-mounted 
light evokes Orion’s Belt. “We 
were looking at the ways light 

and glass mutually inflect 
each other in places such as 

the Metropolitan Opera or 
the Grand Central Terminal, 

and then we combined those 
findings with the Czech 

glassmaking tradition,” say 
designers from the Rockwell 

Group architectural studio.
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sides sprang over one’s head with dark-looming 
soles, in a leap from the escarpment to the 
roadway.
 
      The moon was already some way up in the 
sky, in its light a mail coach drove past. A small 
wind began to blow everywhere, even in the 
ditch one could feel it, and nearby the forest 
began to rustle. Then one was no longer so 
anxious to be alone.
 
“Where are you?” – “Come here!” – “All 
together!” – “What are you hiding for, drop 
your nonsense!” – “Don’t you know the 
mail’s gone past already?” – “Not already?” 
– “Of course; it went past while you were 
sleeping.” – “I wasn’t sleeping. What an 
idea!” – “Oh shut up, you’re still half asleep.” 
– “But I wasn’t.” – “Come on!”
 
      We ran bunched more closely together, 
many of us linked hands, one’s head could not 
be held high enough, for now the way was 
downhill. Someone whooped an Indian war cry, 
our legs galloped us as never before, the wind 
lifted our hips as we sprang. Nothing could 
have checked us; we were in such full stride 
that even in overtaking others we could fold 
our arms and look quietly around us.

      At the bridge over the brook we came to 
a stop; those who had overrun it came back. 
The water below lapped against stones and 
roots as if it were not already late evening. 
There was no reason why one of us should not 
jump onto the parapet of the bridge.
 
      From behind clumps of trees in the distance 
a railway train came past, all the carriages were 
lit up, the window panes were certainly let 
down. One of us began to sing a popular catch, 
but we all felt like singing. We sang much faster 
than the train was going, we waved our arms 
because our voices were not enough, our voices 
rushed together in an avalanche of sound that 
did us good. When one joins in song with others 
it is like being drawn on by a fish hook.
 
      So we sang, the forest behind us, for the ears 
of the distant travelers. The grownups were still 
awake in the village, the mothers were making 
down the beds for the night.
 
    Our time was up. I kissed the one next to 
me, reached hands to the three nearest, and 
began to run home, none called me back. At 
the first crossroads where they could no longer 
see me I turned off and ran by the field paths 
into the forest again. I was making for that 

city in the south of which it was said in our 
village: “There you’ll find queer folk! Just 
think, they never sleep!”

“And why not?”
“Because they never get tired.”
“And why not?”
“Because they’re fools.”
“Don’t fools get tired?”
“How could fools get tired!”

Franz Kafka (1883–1924) was a Ger-
man-speaking novelist from Prague. During 
his lifetime, only a small number of his works, 
many of which remained unfinished, were 
published; his best-known stories include The 
Judgment, The Metamorphosis, Before the 
Law, In the Disciplinary Camp and A Hunger 
Artist. After Kafka’s untimely death, his friend 
Max Brod, as an executor of the writer’s will, 
prepared the rest of his works for publication 
(especially the novels The Trial and The Castle), 
but also his diaries and letters. Kafka is con-
sidered a modernist writer but the poetic qual-
ities of his writing are timeless and transcend 
all boundaries, even geographical ones. That 
is the reason why, as long as a hundred years 
after his death, he is still read and very much 
loved all over the world.

The stars of the night sky 
form mythical constellations 
traced by a metal structure, 
which is modular and can be 
used in various compo-
sitions, exactly according 
to the client’s wishes. 
“That’s also the reason 
why the lights convincingly 
make one feel as if they 
are observing the night sky, 
although they are in fact 
standing inside a building. It 
gives any interior a nicely in-
timate atmosphere,” add the 
Rockwell Group designers.
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It is Marek’s responsibility to prepare 
the design for the legendary Salone del 
Mobile design fair in Milan. It all starts 
with a design pitch, totalling some 
sixty proposals. From these, the Art 
Director selects the top twenty. “Maxim 
Velčovský makes sure the item looks 
good and is aesthetically attractive. 
I look at it from a craftsmanship point of 
view; if it is going to be a challenge for 
me to make it – if it is something that 
has not been done before.”
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Text: Martin Váša
Photo: Shotby.us

Both humble and talented. Both invisible and indispensable. Glassmaker Marek 
Effmert is the link between the wildest, at first sight often unattainable, fantasies 
of an artist and their final physical form, which can be admired in shops with de-
signer accessories and at the renowned Milan Design Week. There are two keys 
to success in his profession and Marek has them both: a passion for glass and the 
courage to take risks.

Marek may be turning the dreams of others 
into reality, but his profession is not his own 
dream come true. Certainly not as much as 
it was for his father who, unlike his son, was 
always fascinated by glass. 

      “We have a cottage in the Gratzen 
Mountains. When I was fifteen, my fa-
ther read somewhere that there was an 
abandoned 17th century glass melting 
furnace in the nearby Terčino Valley. It had 
no protection against rain and was over-
grown with nettles, so he took me there 
to clean it and cover it with a roof. While 
doing this, I found a crucifix pendant. My 
dad told me then that it was a sign. That 
I was now under an obligation to become 
a glassmaker.” Part of the deal was that the 
first choice secondary school would be up 
to Marek. If not accepted, he would train 

to be a glassmaker, to comply with his 
father’s request. “I do not even know why, 
I chose a secondary school of construc-
tion,” he laughs. “And I ended up eleventh 
among those who did not get in...” The 
future was decided.

      At that time, glassmaking struck him as 
a craft that is passed on from generation to 
generation. He would never have imagined 
that he would be able to do something like 
this professionally one day. His father took 
him to the glassworks in Světlá nad Sáza-
vou, where he asked the foreman whether 
his son would be capable of working with 
glass. The foreman grabbed a broom and 
threw it at Marek. He caught it, the glass-
maker continuing to look at him with inquir-
ing eyes. “He can hold the broom just fine. 
He will be ok!”

LEERDAM IS TO THE NETHER-
LANDS WHAT NOVÝ BOR IS 
TO THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Upon completion of his studies, he was ex-
pected to start working in the glassworks his 
father had established in the meantime in their 
home village of Hrdějovice. It only took Marek 
six months at school to fall in love with the 
craft of glassmaking but, after finishing further 
education in Nový Bor, he was interested in 
going to places other than southern Bohemia. 
Next stop: Leerdam, the Netherlands.

      “I went to the Netherlands for a study 
visit and stayed for four and a half years,” he 
says. “It was an amazing experience, I could 
practice glassblowing every day, spend time 
in the glass-cutting workshop, melt glass... 
I learned a great deal there.” He found his 
niche in a studio collaborating with the 

TURNING 
DREAMS 

INTO REALITY 
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Marek also specializes 
in making the object 
easy to produce in the 
glassworks and ensuring 
that the glassmakers 
know how to create every 
little aspect of the object. 
That’s why he often ex-
plains the details right in 
the glassworks – through 
his own chalk drawing 
directly on the floor.

“Once you get too confident, the glass will punish you. A humble 
approach to glass is the most important thing!” 
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Proper timing is the alpha and ome-
ga of everything. “If we open the 
mould too early, it affects the shape 
of the glass inside, but if we open it 
too late, it ‘freezes,’ as we say, and it 
becomes impossible to get it out.”

National Glass Museum in Leerdam. When 
some of the exhibiting artists wanted to use 
glass, it was very likely they would join forces 
with Marek at some point. “Suddenly I was 
not just creating my own stuff and playing 
with glass, I was making things for other peo-
ple and the result had to be up to standard.”

WHEN WORKING WITH GLASS, 
PILCHUCK IS A MUST DO
Then Marek was awarded a scholarship to 
expand his knowledge at the prestigious 
summer course at the mecca of glass – the 
Pilchuck Glass School. Out of the three 
hundred participating students, he was the 
only one from Europe. “It changed my life,” 
he says, clearly not exaggerating. “There, 
I saw things made of glass that I did not 
even know were possible.” So, he spent 
three weeks deep in the woods, a two-hour 
bus ride from Seattle, in a community of 

fellow students, working from morning till 
night at the glassworks. He happened to 
be taught there by Jiří Harcuba, one of the 
greatest glass engraving experts, originally 
from Bohemia. “I never thought for a mo-
ment that I should be anywhere else, this 
was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity!” 

      His visa for the United States was not 
due to expire until a year and a half after the 
end of the course. He intended to spend 
this time as an assistant in the studio of 
artist Leon Applebaum. “I went there with 
the idea that I could earn some extra money 
and visit Corning at weekends, which is 
twenty minutes away, and where the most 
beautiful glass museum in the world is 
located.” But then his phone rang. Martin 
Janecký, a renowned artist specializing on 
the ‘inside bubble sculpting’ glass-shaping 
technique whom he barely knew, offered 

him a work trip to Alaska. Three weeks later, 
Marek was on his way. He and Martin spent 
three winters in Alaska, sculpting “inside the 
bubble” and skijoring (in which Marek also 
won the gold medal for Alaska), before they 
both returned to the Czech Republic. 

NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE: FROM 
JAN KAPLICKÝ TO ZAHA HADID
“I was really looking forward to this job. It 
was a huge challenge for me,” says Marek, 
and even today, after more than seven years 
as a developer, you can hear the enthusiasm 
in his voice. “Designers come up with an 
idea that no one has ever tried before, and 
I have to work out how to make it attaina-
ble,” he sums up his current job. 

      Although the label in the store does not 
bear Marek Effmert’s name, he has played 
a key role in the production of such iconic 

“There is nothing in our range now that is more difficult 
to make. Duna is a symphony performed by five 

glassmakers working on one piece!”
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“The moment when you put glass 
in the mould is the most difficult 
and most important one. The mould 
must be perfectly composed. For 
making Hidden Light, for example, 
it consists of nine parts which must 
meld together perfectly, otherwise 
it shows on the final product. The 
glassmakers must recognize that 
special moment when it is necessary 
to close the top and enclose the 
bubble. After that, all it takes is 
controlled blowing. Then you open 
the mould and take out the finished 
product from its cage.”
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objects as the Cooler designed by Jan 
Kaplický or the Eve and Duna lightings 
by Zaha Hadid.

      Marek was making the Cooler shortly 
after Kaplický’s death and was sorry they 
had not met. Especially since he was the 
first one who succeeded in devising a meth-
od for making the product to exactly corre-
spond with the design. “The Cooler is sup-
ported by two feet that must look like they 
are made of the same piece of glass as the 
rest of the vessel, but they cannot in fact be 
attached in any other way than by sticking 
them on. They cannot be made by pulling 
on the glass because it would deform its 
shape. But I brought a lot of tools from the 
States that nobody knew here, including an 
oxygen torch. I used it to heat the body of 
the Cooler and then attached molten glass 
feet to it. They bonded so perfectly to the 

heated surface that it is impossible to tell 
they were attached at all.”

IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE 
WORD, AND THE WORD WAS NO
There is a Czech saying suggesting that 
people often end up doing what they initially 
rejected, and it is most definitely true in 
Marek Effmert’s case. He is lucky he learned 
to love working with glass, and Czech 
glassmaking is extremely lucky he did. Eff-
mert is considered one of the brightest stars 
of the glassmaking industry. His expertise 
and skills as well as his achievements are 
simply unmistakable and truly unique. At 
secondary school, he was lucky to be in the 
class with students who were genuinely in-
terested in the field, and yet today he is the 
only one of his classmates who is profes-
sionally involved in glassmaking. “After my 
generation, there are no more glassmakers 

here,” he says. Marek does not have to brag 
about anything, does not need to be seen. 
To be happy, all he needs is to accomplish 
another extraordinary task – to make anoth-
er dream come true. 

After taking Hidden Light out of the 
mould, it is still necessary to put 

a torch to it, and to line the lamp neck 
with a thin string of fresh glass which, 

like the torch, returns the necessary 
temperature to the glass product.

“I never wanted to be seen much. 
I prefer my work to be seen.”

Marek Effmert comes from České Budějovice. 
He completed training at the glassmaking 
school in Světlá nad Sázavou and continued 
his studies in Nový Bor. He also spent some 
time gaining experience in the glassworks built 
by his father in his home village of Hrdějovice. 
During a study stay in Leerdam, the Neth-
erlands, he had the first opportunity to give 
material form to the visions of other artists. He 
is still doing this at Lasvit, where he has been 
a member of the Research and Development 
team for over seven years. In addition to what 
he learned in Leerdam, he also continues to 
build on the experience gained at the Pilchuck 
Glass School and on his long-standing col-
laboration with glass artist Martin Janecký. His 
name is associated with the brand’s iconic 
pieces such as Jan Kaplický’s Cooler, Zaha 
Hadid’s Duna and Jan Plecháč’s new Hidden 
Light. He also participates in the development 
of custom-made projects. He has been part of 
the Lasvit family since 2015.
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Stefan Mihailovič’s kinetic 
light installation A:Live 
changes the ambience 
of a hotel lobby, a private 
residence or even a luxury 
yacht instantly. The com-
position, colour and texture 
of the glass is customized 
based on the requirements 
of even the most demand-
ing clients. 
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The interplay of glass and light can work miracles. When imagination is combined 
with exceptional skills, collaboration and technical precision, something extraordi-
nary comes into being. Our bespoke projects prove that a light installation made 
to the specifications of an individual client can bring both an intimate space and  
a large interior to perfection. It does not matter whether it is a private residence,  
a concert hall, a business centre or a hotel restaurant. Together with our clients and 
partners, we are able to transform any space into a place where you will feel special. 

SOMETHING
MESMERIZING

Text: Ondřej Pokorný
Photo: LASVIT
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The most prominent 
feature of the lobby of 
the Four Seasons Hotel in 
Kuwait is a hanging object 
resembling a huge crystal. 
Created by the famous 
duo of designers, George 
Yabu and Glenn Pushel-
berg, it pays homage to the 
irresistible beauty of the 
simple shape. With just one 
ray of light, the installation 
livens up the space with an 
exquisite play of colours.
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The Symphony Light in-
stallation by Libor Sošťák 

enhances the ambience 
of three floors of the 

Dubai Opera House – 
a breathtaking building 

located close to the sea 
as well as the desert. 

The 3000 crystal drops 
were inspired by fishing 

nets, air bubbles and 
grains of sand.
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The architecture of the Mahidol 
University concert hall resembles 
a human skeleton. And the light 
installation composed of more 
than 300 glass “neurons” by Jana 
Růžičková symbolizes the central 
organ of the human nervous 
system, which controls the whole 
organism. 

It is thanks to the neurons 
that information, a percep-
tion of sound for instance, 
is transmitted through the 
human body. The Prince Ma-
hidol Hall ambience changes 
in harmony with the music 
played in the concert hall.
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“We wanted to create an 
impression that would be 

like watching the Milky 
Way and being able to 
see the birth of a star.” 

This is how Jana Růžičk-
ová and Katarína Kudě-
jová-Fulínová describe 

what they wanted to 
achieve when designing 
the light installation that 

reigns supreme in the 
atrium of the InterConti-

nental Hotel in Tianjin.
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Light, art and religion. 
Inspired by the shapes of 
mosques of great impor-
tance, designer Khalid Shafar 
created the Silent Call light 
installation that, like a muez-
zin, reminds the believers that 
it is time to pray. 
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It is capable of changing both 
in time and space. The kinetic 
light installation Supernova by 

Petra Krausová responds to 
the movement of people in the 
room, or patiently waits for the 

cue to change the arrangement 
of its glass feathers.
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La Mamounia Hotel 
boasts large gardens, 
and its Italian restau-
rant with a made-to-
order light installation 
above the open kitchen 
offers a beautiful view 
of the oasis surround-
ed by dunes.

When Arab architecture meets European 
Art Deco. A crystal chandelier reminiscent 
of a cathedral pipe organ enhances the 
ambience of the La Mamounia Hotel tea 
room in Marrakesh. It was designed by 
Ivana Zuskinová and Katarína Kudějová- 
Fulínová to mark the centenary of the 
foundation of the hotel.
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More than 600 “bamboo 
stalks” made of glass 
surround the tables, making 
the diners feel as if they 
were in the middle of 
a bamboo forest in China. 
“Before cooking, there is 
nature,” says Ducasse.

The crystal chandeliers in 
the Michelin-starred chef 

Alain Ducasse’s restaurant 
allude to bamboo plants 

which are symbolic of 
invincibility and persever-
ance. They were created 

by the Jouin Manku studio 
designers for the Morpheus 

Hotel in Macau. 
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The MVRDV studio architect 
Winy Maas and designer 
Jana Růžičková created the 
light installation Concurren-
cy, which sets the tone for 
the 133 Way Yip business 
centre in Hong Kong. Clear 
glass suggests transparen-
cy – an essential aspect of 
business negotiations.

Glass components alluding 
to beams of light are sus-
pended from the ceiling in 
a sophisticated configuration 
that refers to the places in 
the world from which busi-
nesspeople have travelled to 
Hong Kong for meetings. 
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Crystal chandeliers in 
the shape of palm leaves 
enhance the ambience of 
the upmarket restaurant at 
the Four Seasons Hotel in 
Jakarta.
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Each of the fourteen 
lighting objects hanging 

from the ceiling is two 
metres in diameter. 

The design, material 
and arrangement of 
the lighting fixtures 

perfectly complement 
the marble, leather and 

brass details in the inte-
rior. Viewed from below, 
the installation gives the 

impression of delicate 
crowns of palm leaves.
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The invention of glass window panes introduced a new and exciting era for ar-
chitects and artists alike. In order to stimulate our senses, glass has been used in 
both religious and secular buildings. It has the capacity to cause the same sense 
of wonder that a child experiences when looking at the patterns formed by loose 
pieces of coloured glass in a kaleidoscope. But it is usually not until we are adults 
that we find out a simple ray of sunlight passing through a glass prism can pro-
duce similar optical effects, especially if the glass is handled by talented artists.

TACTILE TOUCH
THE CZECH IMPRINT 
IN GLASS FOR 
ARCHITECTURE

Text: Emma Hanzlíková
Illustrations: Richard Bakeš
Photo: Archive

In the distant past, a French abbot and 
historian, Suger of Saint-Denis, perceived 
glass and light as existing in a symbiosis of 
beauty. He formulated a theory based on the 
idea of cathedrals being defined by beauty, 
and the way he conceived his 12th-century 
reconstruction of the Basilica of Saint-Denis 
made the building go down in art history as 
one of the first examples of the “demateri-
alized” Gothic-style architecture for which, 
among other things, stained-glass windows 
are typical. Daylight enters the cathedral 
through stained-glass windows, creating 
new patterns in the interior. 

DIVINE REFRACTION INDEX
Light was not adored by abbot Suger alone, it 
was in fact one of the key aspects of medie-
val aesthetics in general. It was perceived as 
an embodiment of the metaphysical presence 
of God. For the last few centuries, religious 
worship, and perhaps even standard practice, 
have not been favourable to the creation of 
fundamentally innovative works of art within 
the established church tradition. In spite of 
this, there are countless examples of uncon-
ventionally treated windows in European ca-
thedrals, created by famous artists who were 
asked to use a window instead of a canvas. 

At the end of the 1940s, Henri Matisse 
designed the stained-glass windows for the 
New Chapel of Vence; twenty years later, 
Marc Chagall created the windows for the 
cathedrals in Reims and Metz, and a new 
stained glass-window decorated with colour-
ful abstract patterns resembling pixels was 
designed in 2007 by Gerhard Richter for the 
cathedral in Cologne. The most recent, and 
perhaps the most striking example of this 
technique, are the windows of the Gross-
münster Cathedral in Zurich. Designed by 
Sigmar Polke, they are made up of transpar-
ent, thinly sliced pieces of agate.
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One of the first glass 
skyscrapers had a great 
impact on architects all 
around the world, among 
them Czech architect Kar-
el Prager, who admitted to 
having drawn inspiration 
from this project. The 
Strojimport building 
(1962-72) by Zdeněk 
Kuna, Zdeněk Stupka and 
Olivier Honke-Houfek 
is considered the first 
imitation of the original 
Seagram Building by Mies 
van der Rohe (1954-58).

The model for a glass 
high-rise building for 

Berlin (1922) helped Mies 
van der Rohe understand 

that through employing 
glass in architecture it 
is possible to achieve 

the rich interplay of light 
reflections. 

FROM FOLKLORE THROUGH 
CENSORSHIP TO NEW  
TECHNOLOGIES
In Czechoslovakia too, many modern painters 
participated in the decoration of churches. 
Among the most famous executions is the 
decoration carried out in St. Vitus Cathedral 
and completed in 1929, with stained glass 
windows by Mikoláš Aleš, František Kyse-
la, Alfons Mucha, Karel Svolinský and Max 
Švabinský. A decisive moment in the develop-
ment of the stained-glass window technique, 
however, came with the event of the EXPO 58 
World Exhibition in Brussels. In Czechoslova-
kia, the 1950s and 1960s were a period of 
the most intense experimentation with artistic 
stained glass and its monumentality, exem-

plified by the expressive three-dimensional 
stained-glass installation entitled Sun, Water, 
Air (1957-58), created by Jan Kotík for the 
Czechoslovak pavilion in Brussels. 

In many cases, the focus was no longer 
on the classic stained-glass technique used 
in cathedral windows consisting of hand-
made and hand-painted pieces of glass 
traditionally held together by strips of lead. 
Many entirely new technologies emerged 
from Josef Kaplický’s glassmaking studio 
at the Academy of Arts, Architecture and 
Design in Prague, such as the production of 
moulded and etched glass with reliefs that 
influenced the work of the next generation 
of glassmakers. To some extent, a tradition 

established itself in Central Europe that was 
based on the 19th century folk glass under-
painting from which numerous artists drew 
inspiration. It seems paradoxical that it was 
during the Communist regime when the pro-
duction of stained glass flourished the most. 
Since glassmaking was perceived as a craft 
during the totalitarian regime, it was not 
subject to the socialist aesthetic doctrine. 
Glass as a material allowed many artists to 
focus on abstract forms in order to create 
decorative elements for architecture, which 
were often other than religious. The govern-
ment regulation at that time specified that 
one to four percent of the total construction 
budget had to be used for artistic decoration, 
making artists essential collaborators of the 
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architects. Regretfully, many fragile glass 
artworks from the period of normalization did 
not survive the 1990s and the incompetent 
approach to interior renovations. There were, 
however, some rare exceptions to this unfor-
tunate rule, for instance the 1964 stained-
glass object created by the Vála sisters for 
the interior of the entrance hall of the former 
Institute of Theoretical Foundations of Chem-
ical Technology in Prague.

THE SPIRITUAL ESSENCE 
OF ART
The way glass artists approach the stained-
glass windows is completely different than 
the approach of painters. Internationally 
respected artists Jaroslava Brychtová and 
her husband Stanislav Libenský had the 
ability to capture and highlight the spiritual 
essence of a place without necessarily re-
lying on motifs from Christian iconography. 
In their works decorating sacred spaces, 
they managed to achieve a sense of the 
transcendental even during the period of 
uncompromising normalization. They creat-

ed windows for several chapels, including 
two for St. Wenceslas Chapel in the St. 
Vitus Cathedral (1964-68). Particularly 
impressive is their glass decoration of the 
gate in the early Gothic chapel of the Most 
Holy Trinity of the Horšovský Týn chateau 
(1987-91). The window panes made from 
float glass have the capacity to accentuate 
the properties of the interior while remaining 
its integral part. Depending on the day-
light throughout the day, the light passing 
through the tinted glass produces various 
kinds of atmospheric effects. 
 
      Brychtová and Libenský were not pri-
marily concerned with the interpretation of 
the liturgy, but with the pursuit of their own 
artistic strategy whose aim was experi-
mentation with glass and its exploration 
as a material. In order to understand the 
spiritual dimension of their works, it would 
perhaps be more adequate to acknowledge 
the influence of Zen Buddhism, which they 
observed in the principles o of the work of 
the Japanese architect Tadao Ando.  

FIAT LUX
Creating a completely transparent house 
has been the dream of many architects since 
time immemorial. Despite the fact that botan-
ical greenhouses allowing the growth of trop-
ical plants even in northern climates can be 
traced back to as early as the 17th century, it 
was not until 1851 that the greenhouse-like 
structures were used for an entirely different 
purpose, namely industrial exhibitions. The 
architect Joseph Paxton used his knowledge 
as a landscape gardener to build the Crystal 
Palace in Hyde Park, London, for the first 
Great Exhibition. This temple of consum-
erism with the ground plan of a traditional 
basilica, however, did not boast any stained-
glass windows. The prefabricated cast-iron 
structure with glass panes allowed for easy 
assembly while also fulfilling the requirement 
for a temporary structure. The lifespan of 
this building that could, quite appositely, be 
described as the largest shop window of the 
world, was only six months, but since then 
glass has become a fixture in architecture, 
finding its way to its very foundations. The 

The empty glass prism 
houses only one sacred 
object — the Junkers F 13 
aircraft in which Tomáš 
Baťa, the entrepreneur 
and founder of Bata shoe 
company, died in 1932. 
The monumental but 
also very simple building 
by František Lydie Ga-
hura (1933) is a modern 
reference to a subtile 
Gothic cathedrals with 
stained-glass windows. 
This functionalist gem 
successfully combines 
both religious and secular 
ambience.

The ‘luxfery’ glass bricks of 
various shapes and patterns were 

both loved and hated. Modernist 
architects favoured the possibility 
of transparent walls but for many, 
especially residents from Eastern 
Europe, they have the after-taste 
of the Communist era when they 
were highly overused in interiors.
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glass brick, known in some languages as the 
luxfera, or the light-bearing brick, emerged to 
become a prototypical, yet unconventional, 
structural element across civilizations. Just 
thirty years after the London Great Exhibition 
ended, James G. Pennycuick had his inven-
tion of the glass brick patented in Boston. 
In Bohemia, the glass bricks were used for 
ceiling illumination in the construction of 
the Prague arcades in the Lucerna Palace 
or U Stýblů and glass blocks, specially 
designed by František Vízner in 1981, were 
also used for the facing of the line B stations 
of the Prague underground. The connotation 
of being Lucifer’s curse has its roots in the 
rather abundant use of the glass bricks in the 
bathrooms of prefabricated blocks of flats of 

the normalization era. Nevertheless, the glass 
bricks of decorative shapes were used as 
early as 1902 by Dušan Jurkovič on the wall 
beside the spiral staircase of Jan’s house 
in Luhačovice, combining Art-Nouveau ele-
ments with traces of local folklore tradition.

GLASS AS AN ARCHITECTURAL 
ELEMENT
However, the glass bricks do not have to 
be used only as a decorative accessory of 
architecture. Renzo Pian’s design for the 
Hermés department store in Tokyo’s Ginza 
(1998-2001) proves what counts. The very 
first glass building was erected in Paris. 
Designed by architects Pierre Chareau and 
Bernard Bijvoet, the late 1930s Maison de 

Verre was to serve as a private gynaecol-
ogist’s office. At that time, the functionalist 
architects were already working with the 
notion of a completely lightweight skeleton 
structure and hung sash windows. Around 
the same time, a thousand kilometres to 
the east of Paris, the architect Mies van der 
Rohe managed to design hung sash win-
dows for the Villa Tugendhat (1929-30) in 
Brno. Sliding automatically into the floor, the 
windows disappeared, creating a sense of 
complete interconnection between the interi-
or and the exterior. This can be perceived as 
an absolute fulfilment of the requirement of 
transparency, where the view of the garden is 
not disturbed in any way. The idea of a house 
built entirely of glass was something van 

Horizontally divided 
sculptural stained-glass 

installation Sun, Water, Air 
by Jan Kotík exhibited dur-

ing EXPO 58 in Brussels 
depicts the sun, a flying 
bird and swimming fish. 
These colourful images 

have a lot in common with 
the classical Gothic cathe-

dral stained glass windows, 
although their purpose was 

not religious but purely 
decorative.

The International Exhibi-
tion EXPO 58 in Brussels 
was a legendary success 
for Czechoslovak glass. 
The exhibition One Day 
in Czechoslovakia won 
a Gold Star and thirteen 
other awards. The exhibition 
was designed by Jindřich 
Santar, who collaborated 
with Jiří Trnka, Antonín Kybal 
and leading glass artists 
Stanislav Libenský and 
Jan Kotík. Following great 
international recognition, the 
so-called Brussels style de-
veloped in architecture and 
design in Czechoslovakia in 
the following years.
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Stanislav Libenský pho-
tographed while working 
on a monumental study of 
windows for St. Vitus Cathedral 
in Prague (1964). He designed 
them with his life partner and 
collaborator Jaroslava Brych-
tová. The pair became world 
famous for their monumental 
glass sculptures, but also 
created the stained-glass 
windows in the Chapel of St. 
Wenceslas in Prague’s St. Vitus, 
Wenceslas, Vojtěch and Virgin 
Mary Cathedral (1964-1968), 
the window in the Chapel 
of St. Anne’s Chapel in St. 
George’s Monastery at Prague 
Castle (1974-1975), seven 
stained-glass windows for the 
castle chapel in Horšovský Týn 
(1987-1991) and eight windows 
for the castle chapel at Špil-
berk in Brno (2001-2003).

Libenský and Brychtová 
were able to achieve 
a sense of the transcen-
dental only by mono-
chrome glass and its 
texture. The distinctive 
colours of the glass in 
the Holy Trinity of the 
Horšovský Týn chateau, 
(1987-91) shaped in
mould create an interest-
ing play of colourful light 
in tones of grey, blue, 
pinkish-orange, purple 
and pink which in the 
early evening harmonize 
on the chapel walls with 
the coloured sandstone 
of the ribs.
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der Rohe considered even earlier. In 1922, 
he designed a building known as the Glass 
Skyscraper for the city of Berlin. A model 
made of glass made him realize that “by 
employing glass, it is not an effect of light 
and shadow one wants to achieve, but a rich 
interplay of light reflections.” After emigrating 
to the United States, he created a glass-clad 
house in New York. The Seagram Building 
(1954-58) was one of the first skyscrapers 
boasting an all-glass facade. A few floors 
lower, yet still very similar, is the building of 
the Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry 
of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences 
in Prague, designed by the architect Karel 
Prager (1958-60). Prager himself admitted 
to have embraced the legacy of Mies van 
der Rohe. Architect Prager liked to work 
with metal and glass and could not imagine 
modern architecture without these materials. 
For him, glass symbolized the modernity of 
tomorrow, as he himself stated: “The vision 
of modern architecture has always been 

linked to glass as a fundamental artistic and 
structural element.” 

On several occasions, Prager asked 
the aforementioned couple of glass artists 
to collaborate on his projects. As for “glass 
in architecture,” the work of Brychtová and 
Libenský easily covers all the categories im-
aginable. In addition to free-standing interior 
sculptures, they were capable of producing 
sacral windows, wall-mounted reliefs, foun-
tains, columns, or even covering an entire 
building in glass, as in the case of The New 
Stage of the National Theatre (1981-83). In 
collaboration with the building’s architect, Ka-
rel Prager, they created a glass facade made 
of hollow blown SIMAX resembling television 
screens or glass bricks on steroids.

HOUSE MADE OF  
BOHEMIAN GLASS
Designed by the ov-a architectural studio 
and completed four years ago, the head-

quarters of the Lasvit company have be-
come the present-day Crystal Palace as well 
as a tribute to all the buildings in Czechia 
that were made of glass. Overlapping glass 
tiles, developed in collaboration with Lasvit 
and its glass and technology experts, are 
inspired by the way slate roofs are laid. As 
a result, the glass facade is accentuated by 
an unusual, scale-like effect. An interesting 
monument to Tomáš Baťa was designed in 
1933 by architect František Lýdie Gahura. 
Situated in Zlín, it has a distinctive but intan-
gible quality of being just on the borderline 
of the sacred and the profane. Its most 
prominent feature is a delicate glass exterior.  

Perhaps it is the muted, diffused, 
coloured or otherwise distorted light pass-
ing through glass that astonishes us. And 
Czech artists and architects have proven on 
numerous occasions that it is not neces-
sary to get a commission to produce sacral 
works to be able to convey the mystical 
moment of enlightenment.

Karel Prager cooperated with Stanislav 
Libenský and Jaroslava Brychtová on 
the exterior of The New Stage of the 
National Theatre in Prague (1981-
83). As per the vision of modern 
architecture he manifested: “Clarity 
and brilliance, shimmering elegance, 
subtlety and softness of reflection, cold 
magnificence and colourful exuberance, 
a sense of permanence and dura-
bility, matter-of-factness and reality, 
transparency and crystalline purity as 
well as delicacy, pride and grandeur are 
the emotive features which underpin 
the imaginative qualities of the style of 
future decades, and which are rendered 
concrete by the perception and effects 
of glass surfaces in architecture.”

Lasvit HQ in Nový Bor by 
Czech studio ov-a (2019) 

is an homage to the glass 
houses which became an 
independent motif in the 

history of architecture. The 
delicate cottage giving 

the impression of an igloo 
built of ice blocks, in fact 

embodies the glassmaking 
tradition of the northern 

Bohemia region.
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Text: Eva Slunečková
Photo: Zuzana Veselá, FAINA archive

How does the creation of your studio relate to 
the redefinition of Ukrainian culture?

I started FAINA after the Maidan Revo-
lution in 2014, in Ukraine. It was a crucial 
time for us, a moment of renaissance 
in terms of self-identification. I started 
to revisit our symbols and crafts and 
incorporate them into new forms in design. 
It felt very organic and empowered me 
a lot. The world didn’t know much about 
Ukraine, and I was driven by a desire to 
share our culture and its beauty. I see 
FAINA as a community of people striving 
to foster society-wide activity. 

One of the outputs was an exceptional  
event called Land Inspires, which you  
organized in 2018 and 2019 and I was lucky 
enough to attend it. What motivated  
you to do it?

FAINA didn’t start as a business. It was 
about our Ukrainian identity, values, and 
traditions that we would like to pass on. 
I wanted to do more, to show how strong 
and creative Ukraine really is, the history 
we have. The right format for the design 
expedition didn’t come to me for a long 
time, and one day I just had a vivid dream 
about it. From the subconscious came the 
answer I had been looking for. For many 
of our artisans, it is the work of a lifetime, 

passed down from generation to genera-
tion. Their knowledge is inestimable, there 
is tremendous depth behind it. So I wanted 
to support them, to inspire the whole 
world with their work and to show how 
their techniques can be revived in modern 
expression. It was an enriching experi-
ence for both sides. To go deep, to remind 
ourselves of the great value and history 
we have. It helped our guests understand 
Ukraine better. They told me that it was 
life-changing for them, something that will 
stay with them forever.

Which artisans do you  
usually work with?

We work with craftsmen from all over 
Ukraine. The core of our tapestry for 
Design Miami/Basel was made in the Car-
pathians. Our artisans used a traditional 
wool weaving technique, and then our team 
added other layers. This was the synergy 
of times, an example of how tradition 
connects with modernity. For the works 
in glass, we collaborate with craftsmen 
from Lviv, a city in the West of Ukraine. 
The technique of freeblowing is more 
than 1000 years old and is still used only 
there. Clay work is mainly done in the Kyiv 
suburbs. Our artisans make ceramic decor 
for us, but also sculptural holed facades for 
our cabinets.

Periods of political 
conflict tend to be frac-
tious. They raise un-
comfortable questions 
and escalate tensions 
in society. This senti-
ment was behind the 
creation of Victoria Yak-
usha’s FAINA. Through 
design, she was able 
to name the changing 
character of Ukraine 
and the newly forming 
identity after years of 
suppression. FAINA 
draws on traditions 
and brings them into 
the present to show 
the world the true 
character of Ukraine – 
more modern and  
bold than most of us 
can imagine.

BACK TO 
THE ROOTS  
WITH VICTORIA 
YAKUSHA
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Victoria Yakusha is 
a Ukrainian architect, 
designer, founder of 

YAKUSHA studio, FAINA 
brand and mother of 

four children. She lives 
and works between Kyiv 

and Antwerp.
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Your products are named after traditional 
musical instruments, symbols of Ukraine and 
even smell like Ukrainian clay. Why?

Ukrainian cultural codes and tradition-
al forms influenced my work a lot. But 
it’s not something I simply look at and 
take inspiration from. It’s already inside 
me, I grew up with it, and I retranslate it 
into the language of my design. It is a huge 
part of my “live design” philosophy. Many 
objects resemble what I used to see, the 
essence of the source itself stays recogniza-
ble, but it is never direct. The Soniah floor 
lamps are Ukrainian sunflowers, but the 
lighting itself is very primitive, even a bit 
rough in texture because of the sculpting 
technique. When I created the Bandura 
set, I first drew a symmetrical shape of the 
main vase and then added a smaller one to 
balance it. Only with time did the meaning 
reveal itself. The Ukrainian bandurists, 
men who played bandura (a traditional 
Ukrainian musical instrument), went from 
village to village, passing on our history 
through their songs. They were often blind 
and travelled with guides. Unconsciously, 

I drew a big and a small bandura vase, later 
realizing that the small one was actually 
symbolic of a guide, who travelled with and 
lead a bandurist.

What materials do you focus on?

Our materials come from the Earth 
– wood, wool, clay. I do not maintain 
materials in a traditional way. I retell and 
preserve the tradition so it doesn’t lose its 
meaning, but do so within a contemporary 
context, a new vision. I share the love for 
tradition in a modern way.

You have also developed your own sustainable 
material, Ztista, which combines clay, recycled 
paper, wood scraps and applied on a recycled 
steel or cardboard base. What was your moti-
vation?

Our live design philosophy is based on 
working with living materials, and I want-
ed to create our own fully sustainable 
mixture. For me as a person and for us as 
a brand, it’s very important what we leave 
behind. I respect the Earth, I always try 

to think of sustainability. Today’s design 
needs an overhaul – more sustainable 
architecture, interiors, products. The 
technique we applied for Ztista was on the 
surface. It is the traditional wall-finishing 
method, known to all Ukrainians. Some-
thing very native.

What can Ztista be used for?

Almost everything. We use it for sculpting 
chairs, tables, lighting. I love that the result 
is unique every time. There are no two 
identical objects, which makes each piece 
even more valuable. Right now we  
are working on a special art project  
using Ztista.

What role and weight do you think young 
designers and researchers have in  
contemporary design?

They move this world and bring a broader, 
more voluminous vision of it. It always 
inspires me a lot to see new perspectives 
on what may seem well-known or obvious. 
It’s also an ongoing process and the com-

From 2021, FAINA has 
a showroom in a historic 
500-year-old building in 
Antwerp’s Keizerstraat. 
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mitment we made as a brand long ago. So 
I am in a constant search-and-experiment 
mode. At the moment, we are developing 
a fully sustainable packaging for FAINA.

You operate between Kyiv and Antwerp, where 
you also have your main showroom. How has 
living abroad influenced you?

The pace of life is very different in 
Belgium. In Ukraine, we move and make 
decisions much faster. But sometimes 
you can lose the joy of the moment. 
That’s what I learn from the Belgians – 
their art of slowing down. 

How did you manage to break into the interna-
tional market?

It’s been a long journey. In the beginning, 
in 2014, we were literally invisible, but 
became successful thanks to the essence 
of the brand, the distinctive primitive 
style we have formed. FAINA also has 
a great responsibility. We were the first 
to represent Ukraine at major interna-
tional exhibitions, we appeared in Vogue 
or Architectural Digest as “Ukrainian 
design”. Year after year, we went deeper 

into our craft, organized work with our 
craftsmen, who often lived so far out that 
they did not even have a stable network 
connection, and we developed our singular 
visual language.

What was your breakthrough project?

Bandura vases and Toptun armchairs, 
I guess. They were the first to become 
popular and got attention from the global 
press and worldwide clients. 

What kind of people make up FAINA’s clien-
tele? Is there any way to define them?

Very conscious, educated, open-minded 
people, for whom values are important 
and who are looking for a soul in an 
object. They want something special and 
authentic.

Last year at Salone del Mobile you also 
presented a new collaboration with Lasvit. Can 
you tell me more about it? 

I have known and loved Lasvit long before, 
I loved the way they worked with glass and 
the unique things they were creating from 

it. A few months before Salone del Mobile, 
we received a call from Art Director Max-
im Velčovský with a proposal to develop 
something together. We had almost no 
time, but impossible tasks are what drives 
us even more. In the end, it was the fastest 
collaboration in the history of their brand.

Tell us more about Sluhach.

I’ve my own style that I work in – it’s living 
minimalism. It is similar to naive art or 
primitive art. In Ukraine, primitivists are 
very strong, it’s related to our culture, our 
worldview. So as an artist I also inherited 
these features. With Lasvit, we made 
lamps that are very different from their 
permanent collection. I wanted to create 
something that would give the brand a dif-
ferent perspective, so the lamps come in 
very primitive shapes. But this primitivism 
is imbued with a deep meaning. A strong 
message is key for me in every expression. 
Sluhach means ‘listener’  in Ukrainian. But 
listening here is not in the sense of hearing. 
It is about a state of feeling and under-
standing, about knowledge. When you 
hear not what is said, but what is meant. 
Understanding the nature of things.
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Is Sluhach your first realization in glass?

I’ve wanted to work with glass for a long 
time. During Summer Solstice 2021, in 
Paris, we presented a limited series of 
fluid vases crafted with the ‘gutnytstvo’, 
a traditional Ukrainian technique of free 
blowing.

What advantages and disadvantages do you 
think glass as a material has?

Initially, I wanted to create the lighting 
larger, but this was not possible because 
of the nature of the material. In general, 
glass is very living, it has a dual nature 
combining strength and fragility. 

FAINA’s portfolio is really broad – it ranges 
from accessories to furniture, to lighting. Do 
you regularly design for other manufacturers as 
well or are these rather exceptions?

This year, we have divided FAINA collec-
tion and my limited-edition designs, and 
in the future I will focus more on collabo-
rations. When you bring together different 

energies and worlds, something special 
always comes out.

In addition to the FAINA, you also work as 
an interior designer at the eponymous studio 
YAKUSHA. What kind of interiors does 
YAKUSHA create?

I love when an interior is ‘living’. Natural 
materials and textures, a sense of purity, 
every object appears to be a harmonious 
part of the space as if it’s always been there. 
Also, I love when the interior is naturally 
balanced, so I juxtapose and combine a lot. 
New and old, big and small, smooth and 
rough.

How would you actually describe yourself 
and your work? What is most important to 
you, whether you are working on a product or 
creating an environment?

It may sound strange but I associate myself 
with the Earth. Vast and prolific. I am 
an architect, designer, creative director, 
artist. I never had limits in expression. I am 
a huge fan of niche perfumery and a few 
years ago I just felt like creating my own 
fragrance for the home. I did not know 
anything about its creation process, but 

I knew that I wanted it to be the scent of 
Earth herself with a touch of raw, humid 
soil. The perfume seemed very layered, 
complex, I think I expressed my essence 
through it. All my projects reflect my 
worldview, how I think and what I feel. 
A few months ago, we started working on 
a redevelopment concept for Chernihiv, 
one of the oldest Ukrainian cities, heavily 
damaged by Russians during the war. 
I went into this because I wanted to convey 
the DNA of this city, to establish a solid 
foundation for its further development.

Your philosophy could be described as “live 
minimalism” and “modern primitivism”. Can you 
explain what exactly these two lines are?

Live minimalism reflects my connection 
to Ukrainian roots and nature and my 
worldview as an architect. I am always 
drawn to clean lines, very primitive, and 
speak with shapes rather than with colors. 
Primitivism is pure expression, minimalism 
is also about purity. We call our minimal-
ism ‘live’ because of living energy. I connect 
with things or spaces only when I feel them 
as if they were alive. When the object tells 
a story, when it has a meaning and a soul. 
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The Sluhach chandeliers 
hang above the Ztista table 
and chairs, which are made 
using a technique similar to 
Ukrainian valkuvannya craft. 

This process was once used to 
finish walls. Each piece of fur-

niture is a little different thanks 
to the process of handcrafting 

it from a sustainable mix of 
clay, hay and other recycled 

materials that Victoria Yakusha 
developed with her team. 
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The name Sluhach, 
which Victoria Yakusha 
suggested for Lasvit in 
2022, means ‘listener’ 
in Ukrainian. Listening 
here, however, does not 
mean to hear, but rather 
to understand what is 
heard. It is a reflection on 
meaning, understanding 
the message between 
the lines, the capacity for 
deeper understanding. 
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In my perception, living objects are usually 
made by hand, materials come from nature. 
That’s what I was looking for in other 
brands before I designed FAINA. 

We can’t avoid the topic of the Ukrainian-Rus-
sian conflict. Does it affect you personally?

It is not a conflict, it is a war. Russians 
have invaded our land, and what is 
happening now is a true genocide of 
the Ukrainian people. The war is only 
geographically in our country, but in reality 
it has long been outside Ukraine. It is 
a war of values, a war for the future of the 
whole world. I feel every event of this war 
deeply and painfully and experience a great 
admiration for my people, their strength 
and courage.

What are the current conditions for designers 
in Ukraine? Are they able to work as before? 

After February 2022, almost everyone 
has been in survival mode for 3-4 months, 
trying to put themselves together. There 

was no creativity in your head at all, it was 
the horror that fills you from the inside 
out. But after a while, that horror turns 
into an understanding that you have to 
keep moving. That’s each person’s way of 
letting life win over the death brought to 
our land. Maybe the life theme has not yet 
manifested itself in creativity. But I think 
designers will work with this narrative 
because it is exactly what we exude, and 
it is our attitude, our choice, our decision. 
It’s like our position in life. We choose to 
live, no matter what.

Is it possible to make any plans in this 
situation?

Ukrainians are encouraged to resist by 
doing their regular activities as much as 
possible. So we keep doing what we like. 
We prepare new collections, focus on 
collaborations and projects on the verge 
of art and design. Since the beginning of 
FAINA, I felt my mission to pass on and 
preserve the Ukrainian cultural heritage 
and wanted to build a museum. Even 

under these harsh circumstances, we have 
already started working with the Maria 
Prymachenko Family Foundation to make 
it a reality. I really hope it will materialize as 
soon as possible and everyone will have an 
opportunity to enjoy Ukrainian culture in 
person. For the time being, there are at least 
ambassadors of our culture such as FAINA.

Victoria Yakusha is a Ukrainian designer and 
architect behind the multidisciplinary archi-
tecture, creative direction, interior and product 
design studio YAKUSHA since 2006 and the 
brand FAINA since 2014. Victoria received her 
architecture degree from the Prydniprovska 
State Academy and the Institute of Nation-
al Applied Sciences (INSA) in France. She 
is deeply inspired by Ukrainian culture and 
traditions, which she tries to express through 
design and architecture. She has created her 
own unique style of “living minimalism”. Her 
works stand out for their laconic but sensual 
approach. They are full of textures that engage 
all the senses and invite you to feel the soul of 
the objects. Since 2022, Victoria Yakusha has 
been part of the Lasvit family with the Sluhach 
lighting collection.
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Although they remain firmly rooted in the Czech glassmaking tradition, glass 
facades herald a new era in glass use, challenging architects to embrace novelty 
and creative self-expression. As an exterior feature, glass can provide a complex 
solution for covering new buildings in translucent material, offering original in-
terpretations of various architectural features and providing decorative details. 
Take a look at the following six projects which prove that glass is increasingly at 
the cutting edge of architecture.

Text: Ondřej Elsner
Photo: Archive
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The organic shape of a hexa-
gon spawned the idea for the 

Pixel Wall glass tiles, available 
in many bespoke versions. 

Their design creates various 
optical effects which can be 
further enhanced by lighting 

them in full RGBW spectrum, 
as well as in the classical and 

elegant cold or warm white.
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The Shingle Wall model builds 
on history itself, and its glass 
rendition imitates traditional 
shingles used in rural buildings.
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BAROZZI VEIGA
Philharmonic Hall, Szczecin, Poland

KENGO KUMA
MEHRIN Museum, Brno, Czech Republic

      Finding inspiration in Expressionism, this Spanish architectural studio designed a vast philharmonic complex in the Polish sea-side city of 
Szczecin. The structure was built in 2014 and its most distinctive feature is the dramatic roof, which consists of numerous sharply tilted gables 
and cuts an irregular profile. The vertical building seems folded in on itself, and the facade is coronated with aluminium and transparent ribbed 
glass, seeming to give it an icy crown. After sundown, the building shines with a white glow, spectral and almost immaterial.

The Japanese architect’s winning proposal for the Moravian Jewish Museum traces symbolic circles and connects them into organic spi-
rals. The entire concept is based in the idea of free, flowing motion. The museum’s individual floors include the exhibition spaces, a vast library 
and a relaxation zone, and are screened by the materials of the building itself while remaining open to the world by means of rounded glass 
panels which constitute the overall outdoor walls.
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MAXIM VELČOVSKÝ
A Wall in Constant Motion 

OPOČENSKÝ VALOUCH ARCHITECTS
LASVIT Headquarters, Nový Bor, Czech Republic

Woven Wall was created to fulfill the needs of the most demanding architects and make their design visions of hotel lobbies, residential 
buildings or business spaces a reality. Due to the flexible technical specifications, the solutions are offered in the rounded shapes of the letters 
U and C, as well as in other forms one may come up with.

The headquarters of the Lasvit company is built on the traditions of the surrounding glassmaking region. Two new buildings were added 
to two already existing historical sites, and were designed in the form of traditional, two-storey houses used by glassmakers in the past. Both 
the facade and the roof of the central building are covered by custom-made glass shingles and tiles. Their composition copies the patterns of 
slate shingles traditionally used in the region’s gables and roofs, and the surface of the glass also mimics their textures. 
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Woven Wall was created 
to fulfill the needs of 

the most demanding ar-
chitects and make their 
design visions of hotel 

lobbies, residential 
buildings or business 
spaces a reality. Due 

to the flexible technical 
specifications, the solu-
tions are offered in the 
rounded shapes of the 
letters U and C, as well 

as in other forms one 
may come up with.
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Pixel Wall functions not only as 
an architectural facade, but also 
as a decorative detail or inform-
ative feature which can make 
any architectural design come 
alive. The individual glass tiles 
can be custom-designed or can 
carry a typographic element.
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The tempered and 
laminated tiles are 

fully certified for use in 
architecture. The Deco 
Wall product spectrum 
offers many sizes and 
patterns which always 

achieve the perfect 
architectural and aes-

thetic results.
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Thanks to the Wall Wash 
technologies, this glass facade 
can become a real work of art. 
Each tile is lighted separately, 
allowing the facade to project 
various patterns, perform col-
our changes or present simple 
visuals. The tiles can be lighted 
in the full RGBW spectrum.
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PETR HÁJEK
Glass House, Prague, Czech Republic

WANDA VALIHRACHOVÁ
Imaginary Building

The foremost Czech architect Petr Hájek created a sketch specially for this publication, in which he designed a glass house for a vacant 
plot in the center of Prague. And because the plot has the shape of a glass shard, this motif naturally inspired his proposal. The entire house is 
made of glass, has transparent walls, staircases, floors and roof. The building houses an imaginary second-hand bookshop designed to keep 
333 000 publications.

This design by Lasvit’s young designer makes clear that a glass facade needn’t be a flat surface encasing the entire structure. In this 
particular case, the hexagonal tiles can be used as a highly decorative feature which benefits the structure aesthetically. “I placed a glass 
fragment on the imaginary building, and it adorns it like some precious jewel,” comments the designer.
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BEAUTY IS 
A RELATIVE 
THING
MOMENTS OF 

EXALTATION

A favorite song, painting, film or book can stir the innermost emotions. Something 
inside us awakes and makes us think. About ourselves, about life, or to contemplate 
forces that transcend us. Each of us responds to different stimuli, which is why 
we’ve organized a poll across the Lasvit family so we can best inspire each other. 
The answers could take almost any form and focus.

Photo: Miloš Vartr, Roman März, archive
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In London, I came across a book with incredible emotion. It’s called Fire by 
Prix Pictet. The Prix Pictet is an award for the most impressive photographs 
of our society and environment. It’s a very powerful collection of photograph-
ic art, compelling for anyone interested in sustainability, climate change 
and biodiversity.

Recently I have become intrigued by the multidisciplinary sculptor Alicja 
Kwade. For me a wow discovery, she has beautiful stuff and an approach 
between land-art and conceptual art. I saw her in the castle park in 
Bechyně, Czech Republic.

“Life is a system of signs and symbols,” Arik Levy says,
 “where nothing is quite as it seems.”

JAKUB POLLÁG
Zeitgeist.limited founder 
& designer

ARIK LEVY
Arik Levy Studio founder 
& designer

MÁRIA 
ČULENOVÁ-HOSTINOVÁ 
Lasvit Chief Designer 

Which work of art touched 
you most recently?
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Right now, I’m sourcing and loving so much 3D and dimensional art using 
mirrors, lucite, lighting, metal, exotic wood, texture, color blocking... Multi 
media with several different angles depending on where you stand and how 
you look at it. I’m particularly loving modern art whith a nod to traditionalism. 
Like a classic piece by some of the grand masters – Klimt, Renoir or da Vinci 
– but recreated with modern elements, pops of neon or interesting frames. 

CAROLE CARR
Carole Carr Design 
founder & designer
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We went to Venice Bienalle and were captivated by Diplomazija Astuta by 
Italian artist Arcangelo Sassolino. He was inspired by Caravaggio’s painting The 
Beheading of St. John Baptist. The work is composed of molten steel droplets 
that fall from the ceiling into seven rectagular metal water basins, each intended 
to represent a subject in The Beheading. The steel collects in the water which 
creates orbs of light; bursts of fire overhead. We were drawn to the symmetry, 
dark to light. We found out that in collaboration with Carbonsink, all the steel 
at the bottom of the basins are taken by workers at the pavillion each day to 
the factory that originally produced the original coil to offset CO2 production. 
It is a beautiful, cyclical story and learning that the materials are re-purposed 
inspired us to think about how we can do the same in our own projects.

I was recently taken with the Signal Festival in Prague, where Maxim 
Velčovský’s installation The Physical Possibility of Death in the Mind of 
Someone Living resonated with me the most.

BORIS KLIMEK 
designer

YABU & PUSHELBERG
Yabu Pushelberg founders 
& designers
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One of my favorite artists is the Berlin based contemporary artist 
Alicja Kwade. Her art installations reflect upon our reality and question 
common conceptions of materials, time and appearance. Her material 
transformations are magnificent to experience, especially live!

MILENA KLING
Studio Milena Kling founder 
& designer 
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Glenn Pushelberg: Our admiration 
for Wolfgang Tillmans remains 
a constant. We purchased Weeds and 
it hung in the gallery of our Toronto 
studio, draping a wall floor to ceiling, 
greeting guests as they entered the 
space. Last year, The Art Gallery of 
Ontario (AGO) approached us about 
an exhibit they were working on for 
Tillmans, and we decided to loan our 
piece for the exhibit, which is set to 
debut soon.

George Yabu: In the place of Weeds in 
the Toronto studio’s gallery, we have 
placed Hong Kong Airport, another 
work by Tillmans.

George Yabu: General Idea is 
a Canadian artist collective we have 
followed since University. We recently 
purchased a work of theirs, Fin de 
Siècle, and we are going to see their 
exhibit at the National Art Gallery in 
October.
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In early 2022, I visited an immersive exhibition by Argentinian artist
Tomàs Saraceno: Particular Matter(s) at The Shed, Hudson Yards.
The main sensory part of the show – Free the Air: How to hear the universe in 
a spider/web, made a great impression on me. The artist filled the entire large 
scale hall by a huge (dia 30 meters) perfectly white spherical volume that could 
be entered by an opening in the middle of its elevation. The floor of this level 
was just a white tension net. The visitors then spread out and lie on it and
observed all the impressions – the movement of the net when people were
stepping on it, pure diffused white light coming from the top, and a surpris-
ingly strong echo. Then the show starts, and the whole space turns pitch black; 
speakers integrated into the net create springy vibrations and resonate with 
loud deep cosmic sounds. I felt tiny and trapped in a spider web levitating in 
the air. However, I didn’t feel scared, just curious and entertained. The sounds, 
echoes, and vibrations, even the darkness, stimulated my senses. I felt integrat-
ed into the whole experience, and it was playing with my imagination too. 

My favorite piece by Richard Serra is The Matter of Time in Guggenheim 
museum in Bilbao. What strikes me about this sculpture (and most of Rich-
ard Serra’s work) is the contrast between scale, materiality, and form. As an 
architect, I understand the rigidity of steel and certain limitations inherent in 
its everyday form and production. Serra breaks those boundaries and gives us 
something completely awe-worthy; changing this workhorse into a thing of 
beauty. One gets lost in contemplating how these sweeping lines were actually 
formed and placed. We wonder at the grandeur of scale which makes the human 
form seem expressly diminutive... similar to the feeling one gets when looking 
into the vastness of the night sky. The Matter of Time seems to transcend time 
and place and leaves me breathless.

Most recently, I have been awed by the the freshly renovated film Žert (Joke),
1969, based on Milan Kundera’s novel of the same name.

JANA RŮŽIČKOVÁ
Lasvit Senior Designer

MAREN REEPMEYER
Associate Principal & Director of 
Adaptive Design, CBT

MAXIM VELČOVSKÝ
Lasvit Art Director & designer  
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Text: Ondřej Elsner
Photo and collages: Mojmír Bureš

Welcome to Indonesia, welcome to Jakar-
ta. Welcome to the capital city of an island 
nation where life beats fast. Find its pulse, 
suck in the tropical air and plunge into the 
city’s hustle and bustle, where the stories 
of tens of millions of people unfold on the 
backdrop of the pristine Javanese coastline. 
Let yourself be taken in by the wild greenery 
and the urban jungle, and take in the hot air 
of sunny days, as well as the cool breezes 
of long nights spent in good company. Taste 
exotic fruit and go with the hectic flow. Ex-
perience the culture, get educated, discover 
the unexpected, and take an adventure for 
once. Better buckle in for a wild ride on this 
eclectic rollercoaster full of sights, sounds 
and fragrances – Indonesia always leaves 
a lasting impression.

      And when the time comes to slow down, 
just sit back and take stock of the unique ex-
periences you never thought you’d have. For 
any traveler, the hotel symbolizes a temporary 
home, a place where one is well taken care 
of, and where one can find sanctuary and 
a safe haven. A high-quality hotel also works 
through all your senses and provides the 
perfect atmosphere for contemplation, giving 

you some downtime to take a step back, sort 
your thoughts, and make your experiences 
stay with you forever.
      
      Czech glass is the centerpiece for the 
St. Regis Jakarta’s design concept. The 
monumental light installations from Nový Bor 
show off their perfect sculptural aesthetics 
while simultaneously providing an innova-
tive melding of light, sound and motion. The 
kinetic installation Sound of Light organically 
dances in the rhythm of the music composed 
by maestro Andi Rianto. Thanks to designer 
Petra Junová, the piano tones come alive as 
a palpable symphony of shapes and light 
effects. Spending just a few moments in 
its presence is enough to transport you to 
a calmer, more serene world.

In her glass art instal-
lation for the St. Regis 
Jakarta, up-and-com-
ing designer Petra Ju-
nová materialized the 
magical atmosphere of 
tranquility, light, mu-
sic and movement. In 
midst of a bumptious 
metropolis, it makes 
the luxurious hotel 
lobby into a harmoni-
ous oasis for contem-
plation.

OASIS 
OF LIGHT 

AND SOUND

Petra Junová is Lasvit Senior Designer. She 
studied at Mendel University in Brno, Czech 
Republic and the Universitat Politècnica de 
València, Spain. Petra finds inspiration for her 
work among people and in the cultures and 
customs of the countries where she works. 
In her “glass” portfolio, we find highly artistic 
projects like the Changi Airport in Singapore, 
the Ecopark in Hanoi, Icon Siam Shopping 
Mall in Bangkok or the Elite Pavilion Suites in 
Kuala Lumpur.
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“The glass sculpture in the lobby 
of the St. Regis Jakarta consists 

of 1192 components made of 
Czech crystal glass.”

The St. Regis Jakarta hotel allows 
people to set out in search of 

adventure, time and time again. 
The fragile, aethereal beauty 
of the lobby sculpture is the 

product of Czech specialists who 
developed everything – from 
producing the glass, through 

installing electricity and program-
ming. The biggest challenge was 

the difficult electronic system, 
because it was necessary to run 

the functional cables into each 
individual component of the 

subtle glass structure in a way 
which would make them invisible 

to the visitors.
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The intense experience of a refined 
jazz club is made magical by the 
mysterious, atmospheric light which 
emanates from the glass installation 
in the form of saxophone pads above 
the main bar. It makes the bar the 
glowing heart of the entire space, 
where myriad stimuli can mingle to 
the rhythm of jazz.

“I enjoy watching strange, 
unusual, natural, and physical 

phenomena. And I love working 
them into my designs.” 
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PS 
Sending 
Flowers
Text: Ondřej Pokorný
Photo: Vojtěch Veškrna 
Lettering: Martina Freitagová

Imagine a villa with a grand staircase. A home you have been coming back to for 
years. It is filled with travel memories, it is where you are hosts to friends when 
they visit your town for a few days. Imagine a villa that is full of life. And now, 
imagine an abrupt change. It is still you, it is still the same place, but the joyful 
ambience is no longer there. Because of the pandemic, you can only dream of 
traveling. You yearn for the remote lands, and for your friends, but they are so far 
away. Fortunately, there is a magician close at hand who can help. A married cou-
ple living in the villa with the grand staircase received flowers in envelopes sent 
by their friends from London, New York and the Austrian Alps and we used our 
magic to preserve these flowers in glass. Custom made with the utmost care, and 
with courage to make their home joyful again. 
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Clear glass casts comple-
ment the pieces in which 
the traces of plants are pre-
served. The light installation 
looks as delicate as icicles 
and makes one wonder – 
where did the flowers come 
from, who sent them, what 
were they thinking about and 
what are they thinking about 
right now?
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Fused glass tames the wildness 
immediately. Dried flowers, herbs 

or twigs burn with heat to leave 
a trace that reminds you every 

day what is truly important. The 
Herbarium collection was created 

by the Lasvit team of designers 
– Mária Čulenová, Petra Dicková 

and Štěpán Gudev.  

“A Czech meadow, 
a wedding bouquet and 

a tropical orchid – all can be 
embedded in glass in 

Herbarium.” 
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“When you always want 
to see what reminds you of 

your closest friends.”

Each glass piece with a flower 
is unique. In the small chan-
delier, twenty seven of them 
hover in the air; the largest 
installation consists of 265 
casts. It is entirely up to you 
whether you want to have the 
Herbarium assembled from 
Czech plants or have our 
master glassmakers preserve 
in glass the flowers you bring. 
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Available are three standard 
versions of the light instal-
lation – round, oval and 
made-to-measure. Of course, 
we can also create a cus-
tom-made version, perfectly 
adjusted to the place it is 
expected to decorate. 
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“We send flowers to make 
your day nicer, and we look 

forward to seeing you.”

You can observe the glass 
pieces directly or enjoy their 

reflections on various surfaces 
in the interior. In a villa with 

a grand staircase, the interplay 
of reflections produced by the 
Herbarium installation details 
of the pieces looks beautiful, 
for instance on an old piano.
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Take 
a Ballet 

Class 
It resembles an ever-changing 

living organism. It alludes to 
volatile emotions, innermost 
feelings and primitive fears. 

Like a ballet dancer, the glass 
kinetic sculpture A:Live has its 

own vocabulary of movement 
and captivates with its sophis-

ticated means of expression.   

Text: Eva Slunečková
Illustrations: Barbora Idesová

Visit 
a Workshop 

The concept of mingei, or folk craft, 
has been a major influence on modern 

Japanese design. With special atten-
tion to utility and restrained beauty, 
it embodies the universal appeal of 

craft design for everyday use. Drawing 
inspiration from this 

phenomenon, Japanese designer 
Nendo created unique lamp
sets and called them Press.

Meditate
Since ancient times, many flowers have symbolized peace 
and love, values as fragile as glass. And Alice is simply the 
perfect flower – delicate, original and special, illuminating any 
interior with a warm and gentle glow. Nurture your body and 
mind through daily meditation practice and improve your con-
centration. Let everything blossom like this visually delightful 
chandelier.

DARE TO DREAM
The world is overloaded with information. 
Allow yourself to take a break and lose 
yourself in imagination. Awaken it with the 
symbolism of hand-blown artworks. 

Go to the Opera 
Recall the ambience of your favourite opera house at 
home. Inspired by the silhouettes of historic 
chandeliers from five of the world’s greatest theatres, 
the Neverending Glory lighting collection is a master-
piece of glassmaking. Hand-blown glass beyond the 
bounds of the possible.
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DARE TO DREAM Learn a New Language
Star clusters in the night sky and the lights and 
shadows of New York City’s nightscape inspired 
the designers at Rockwell Group to create their 
Constellation lighting collection.
The series is dominated by a spectacular 
chandelier with the recognizable silhouette 
of the constellation Cassiopeia.
It is set to make you feel like
you’re looking directly at the
celestial bodies of the 
ever-expanding universe.  

Observe the Clouds 
They float over our 

heads, but we all see 
something different in 
them. Clouds are an 

ideal space to train our 
imagination – what one 

person perceives as 
an animal-like shape, 

another sees as a face. 
A thousand people, 

a thousand interpreta-
tions hiding behind one 

mass of clouds. 

Collect Wild Flowers 
Nothing has a more soothing effect than contact with nature. 
Remind yourself of it every day at home thanks to a special 
glass technique that allows you to imprint any flower on the 
glass. The Herbarium collection is a tribute to wild nature, to 
simplicity and to freedom.

Keep 
Things in 

Perspective
Sometimes we have a hard time dealing 

with a problem and we run round in 
circles. The best thing to do is to stop 

and take a step back to see the situation 
from a distance. You may get an entirely 
new perspective and your universe sud-

denly turns upside down. The Spacey 
chandelier resembles planet Earth seen 

from afar and is made of lithyalin, a glass 
of unique appearance. Opaque, marbled 

and resembling semiprecious stones, 
this glass is produced by means of  

a special technology invented in north-
ern Bohemia more than 200 years ago 

and now resurrected in the same region 
by Czech designer Lukáš Novák.

Visit a Planetarium  
Do you want to express yourself in a way that only those who know 
will understand? There is certainly a reason for the Czech saying 
“Every language you speak makes you a different person.” 
The Cipher collection gives you the opportunity to “write” your 
own design statement 
using glass, to encrypt 
the space that surrounds 
you so that only the 
person who speaks the 
same language as you 
will understand it. Wheth-
er that means Czech, 
English, German, Bulgar-
ian, or the language of 
mutual understanding. 
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The mould is made of mycelium 
and beech sawdust, a by-prod-
uct of glass mould production. 
As mycelium grows, it forms 
a thicker leather-like skin on 
the surface, transforming wood 
waste into a thriving ecosystem 
that can once again be put to 
use. The brown spots indicate 
where the fruiting bodies will 
soon grow, although they aren’t 
used in the final mould.
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Text: Alexandra Antih Střelcová
Photo: JAFR

It took exactly four minutes and thirty-three 
seconds for John Cage – the American 
composer and amateur mycologist – to rev-
olutionize the fundamental understanding of 
music and noise. “Hearing” his 1952 piece, 
the aptly named 4’33, that requires perform-
ers not to play their instruments, the amazed 
audiences realized there is no such thing as 
silence. A whole new world opens up when 
listening to sounds we never thought were 
part of the story. 

Cage’s passion for neglected sounds 
can very well illustrate humans’ perception 
of fungi. Considered part of the plantae 
kingdom until a few decades ago, the con-
tribution of fungi to the ecosystems of this 

planet long went unnoticed. But if humans 
weren’t able to survive without oxygen 
produced by plants, plants wouldn’t be able 
to survive without mycelium, the extent and 
role of which is sometimes referred to as the 
wood wide web. Thanks to mycelium – the 
subterranean network of fungi branches – 
plants can communicate, distribute nutrients 
or send each other signals when in danger.

Much of human life as we know it has 
been impacted by fungi. They are literally 
everywhere: from alcohol over sour dough to 
a mould producing a bacteria-killing sub-
stance known as penicillin. Fungi can break 
down rock, crude oil, plastics or TNT. They 
can push their way through asphalt, although 

they themselves weigh no more than a few 
grams. Their populations thrive in places 
no sane human would ever venture into, for 
instance the immediate surroundings of the 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant.

A recent surge in fungi popularity spear-
headed by the likes of Merlin Sheldrake or 
Paul Stamets has sparked a growing interest 
in the topic, especially with designers, artists, 
and entrepreneurs. Brands like Mercedes, 
Hermès or Adidas have incorporated myce-
lium in their products. Its potential in rocket 
science is studied by NASA. Innovative 
approaches to mycelium as a material have 
been literally springing up like mushrooms: 
sustainable packaging, ethical leather, build-

THE 
UNEXPECTED 
SYMBOLL-ISM 
OF FUNGI

A lockdown idea to experiment with mycelium has led the Czech design studio 
LLEV to discover a somewhat unlikely relationship between glass and fungi. This 
creative spark has now resulted in a new glassware collection, Symboll. Inspired 
by the unique properties of mycelium, Symboll draws from its natural biodegra-
dability while proposing a revolutionary method of glass mould production. What 
else can sprout up from the world beneath our feet?
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Quite tellingly, the collection 
is named Symboll, encouraging 
the audience to discover the 
glassware production process 
in previously unthinkable 
ways. This particular one uses 
moulds that were made of 
mycelium and wood waste, 
striving to represent a symbol 
of change.
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XXXXXX Karel Prager cooper-
ates with Stanislav Libenský 
and Jaroslava Brychtová on 
exterior of The New Stage of 
the National Theatre in Prague 
(1981–83). Towards the vision 
of modern architecture he man-
ifested: “Clarity and brilliance, 
shimmering elegance, subtlety 
and softness of reflection.

The uniqueness of Symboll lies in its 
distinctive shape formed by myceli-
um growth processes. Furthermore, 
it marks the first time this material 
was used in glass mould production.
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ing material, and even coffins. All effortlessly 
comply with the current standards for the 
natural, circular, or biodegradable.

Czechs are often labelled as a nation 
of avid wild mushroom pickers, yet working 
with mycelium hasn’t quite taken off in the 
local design community so far. But this year, 
the aforementioned experimentation with 
the material has resulted in a collaboration 
between Lasvit and LLEV design studio who 
are no newbies in the field. Together, they 
launched Symboll, a glassware collection 
shaped by natural processes characteristic 
of mycelium growth. Not only is this the first 

time the material is used in crafting moulds 
for glassmaking, it aspires to revolutionize 
glass production with a method using beech 
sawdust as the basis for growing mycelium. 

“Our family conversations inspired us to 
start experimenting with mycelium as a ma-
terial for use in design. As a result of these 
discussions, we ordered a bag of spores 
from the Netherlands at the end of 2019,” 
says Eva Mochalová who set up LLEV design 
studio together with her partner Marcel in 
2004. Based in a remote village near Turnov 
in northern Bohemia, they spent the first 
months of Covid lockdowns testing and 

processing the material, and then present-
ed a collection of candlesticks and tables 
at Designblok 2020. “But we didn’t want 
to stop at making furniture, bowls or pots, 
a lot of colleagues abroad are doing that. 
We asked ourselves: How can we take this 
passion to another level?”

One particular detail immediately caught 
their attention: among other qualities, myce-
lium is fire-retardant. As Head of Studio of 
Glass at the Faculty of Art and Design in Ústí 
nad Labem, Marcel has seen glass being 
blown into all sorts of materials including 
a pumpkin or cardboard. “We thought, why 

Plants and fungi collaborate 
through a subterranean net-

work sometimes nicknamed the 
wood wide web. This mutual 

relationship continues even as 
the mycelial filaments, hyphae, 

gradually absorb the dead plant 
leaf structure, until eventually 

breaking it down. 
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The process of blowing glass into 
moulds made from beech sawdust 
impregnated with mycelium remains 
largely experimental. But the 
material is already being hailed for 
its fire-retardant properties thanks 
to which the mould can withstand 
the heat. And as a plus, it is fully 
biodegradable.
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couldn’t we try blowing glass into moulds 
made of mycelium? After all, unlike other 
types of moulds, they can be taken to the 
woods or compost,” adds Eva.

In order to achieve this, LLEV teamed 
up with Brno-based start-up Mykilio who 
grew the forms using Ganoderma lucidum, 
a mushroom also used for medicinal pur-
poses. “Mushrooms have been cultivated 
artificially for food and gastronomy for 
at least fifty years,” says Matěj Róth who 
co-founded Mykilio with Jakub Seifert in 
2019. “We use grain inoculum combined 
with ligno-celulous wastes like sawdust, 

straw, or coffee grounds. All the input ma-
terials imprint their mechanical properties 
into the final product and the mushroom 
basically acts as a glue that binds all the 
different parts together,” he explains the 
background of the process.

After the fungus finally rips through the 
substrate, it is ground into a powder and 
poured into negative moulds. It takes three 
to seven days before the resulting object 
can be taken out and dried at about 80 
degrees Celsius to kill the remaining fungus 
in order to prevent its further growth. Glass 
is then blown into the moulds, with myceli-

um leaving a unique imprint on each piece 
in a slightly different way.

“We are not the designers of this set, 
rather we let nature create. We’ve just nudged 
it and given it some direction, but we’re letting 
it work on its own. With glass – the creation 
of which is also a natural process – the two 
things come together to produce this unique 
shape,” says Eva whose passion for mycelium 
can be an inspiration to others on their journey 
of discovering what’s underneath our feet. “If 
we understand fungi, listen to and cooperate 
with them, and live together in symbiosis, 
everyone will benefit.”

A fully colonized substrate by 
Ganoderma lucidum with a young 
fruiting body on the top. Some-
times called reishi, the mushroom 
is also used in traditional Chinese 
and Japanese medicine to fight 
fatigue, stimulate the immune 
system, or to treat respiratory 
tract infections.
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The collection Symboll by LLEV 
design studio is a result of co-

operation between humans and 
nature, with the latter being the 

creator itself. Mycelium’s nat-
ural growth always leaves 

a unique imprint on the surface 
of each product.
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Text: Martin Váša
Photos: LASVIT

The Swiss Alps boast a brand-new glacier 
cave the magic of which can be enjoyed 
even without trekking gear. You don’t even 
have to give up the comforts of the city. It is 
located in Geneva, right on Rue du Rhône, 
one of the most upmarket and therefore most 
expensive streets in the world. For more than 
half a century, it has been a place where 
shoppers can find one of the largest Cartier 
boutiques in Europe.

As a manufacturer of the finest jewel-
lery, the house of Cartier is an unquestion-
able synonym for dazzling glamour. Always 
brought into being by means of extraordinary 
finesse, the beauty of its pieces embodies 
boundless imagination, freedom, curiosity, 
sophistication and timelessness. These 
are the values that firmly established the 
brand’s worldwide reputation. Inviting a team 
of the esteemed North Bohemian glassworks 
led by respected designer Wanda Valihracho-
vá to collaborate on the glacier cave therefore 
does not come as much of a surprise.

Inspired by the shimmering ice found in 
real alpine caves, Wanda designed a crys-
talline passageway. It harmonizes perfectly 
both with the jewellery displayed in the 
boutique and with the nature surrounding 
Geneva. The surprisingly simple, straight 
components impart a somewhat futuris-
tic appearance to the installation. In the 
designer’s opinion, the form needs to be 
simplified so as not to give the impression 
of being too literal and, at the same time, it 
needs to function as a subtle complement 
to the rest of the interior.

It is often said that without light there is 
no life. And this is why the designer decided 
to create a corridor that truly comes to life 
once it is illuminated. The impact of light on 
the interior is truly remarkable, resembling 
the effect of sunrays penetrating thin ice. 
“When I work, light is really my number 
one priority. Sorry, number two. Right 
after glass,” Wanda corrects herself with 
a smile, reflecting on the work. “I admit that 

HOW 
STRONG 
CAN THIN 

ICE BE
The unique glacier 
cave designed by Wan-
da Valihrachová is ice-
like, yet dazzling and 
warmly welcoming at 
the same time. Cre-
ated for the Geneva 
boutique of the French 
luxury goods brand 
Cartier, it elevates the 
shopping experience 
to alpine heights. Just 
like in nature, every 
piece is truly original, 
and every apparent im-
perfection is actually 
a virtue.
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As with any 
adventure, a treasure 

trove of collectible 
jewellery, watches 

and other rare pieces 
awaits visitors to the 

Cartier boutique 
at the end of the 

glacier cave.
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The individual components 
are unique and accurately 
imitate the surface of real 
ice. Their surface, however, 
was intended to be flat, in 
order to give the installation 
a more modern appearance.

“Light and glass need each 
other, without light the 

crystal installations would 
lose their beauty,” 

says Wanda.
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Bubbles are created by 
tiny crystals of glass being 
melted between two panes 

of glass. “With the float 
glass technology, we again 

worked with crumpled 
papers. These are squeezed 

by hand – it’s not machine 
production and it makes 

the installation look alive,” 
explains Wanda.

“If you give glass shape, 
texture and the imprint of 

a creator, it repays you with 
sparkle, but only in combi-

nation with light.” 
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The jewellery display in 
the boutique is guarded 
by Wanda’s installation 
entitled Flow. With its 
organic soft shapes, 
alternating textures and 
shades, it celebrates the 
nature of the Swiss Alps.
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“Light and glass need each 
other, without light the crys-

tal installations would lose 
their beauty,” says Wanda. 

“If you give glass shape, 
texture and the imprint of 

a creator, it repays you with 
sparkle, but only in combi-

nation with light.” 

sometimes the final artwork exceeds all my 
expectations, and this is exactly the case.”

As is the case with a finely cut diamond, 
the beauty of crystal glass evoking a gla-
cier cave is worthy of our attention. With its 
chilling elegance that is almost unsettling, 
the corridor has an effect on the visitors 
even before they enter it, and it is only the 
close-up view that allows them to appreciate 
it fully. The glass is permeated by bubbles 
produced during the process of melting and 
their shape cannot be predicted in advance. 
It is this very randomness that ensures the 
outcome is full of life, and as perfectly imper-
fect as nature itself.
  

The key ingredient, without which even 
the finest pieces of a jewellery house could 
not do without, is light. The corridor leading 
to the department offering traditional goods, 
such as collectible jewellery, watches and 

rare antique objects from the Cartier work-
shops, seems to be there to remind you that 
the journey, in this case, is also the destina-
tion. Visitors suddenly find themselves be-
neath the peaks of the Swiss Alps, and their 
shopping experience becomes an unforget-
table adventure, unmatched by anything else. 
Not even by the visit of the other two hundred 
Cartier boutiques that grace the world. How 
was it possible to conjure up a corridor that 
so accurately imitates the unmistakable sig-
nature style of nature? “I knew immediately 
that it would be a polygonal installation made 
up of a large number of components, each 
of them truly original,” says Wanda. “I ap-
proached the piece as a sculpture that is an 
integral part of the interior.”

An impressive fifty-five square metres 
of richly textured glass weighing two tonnes 
covers the walls, ceiling and doors of the 
interior. Four extraordinary light sculptures ac-

company the visitors on their journey, as well 
as paying homage to the unique spirit of local 
nature. They also communicate a crucial mes-
sage: that this is a place where innovation 
is celebrated. More than that, however, they 
serve one important purpose – they prove 
that if you are able to dream, sometimes even 
the wildest fantasies can come true. 

Wanda Valihrachová’s motto is “always do 
your best” as expressed by Don Miguel Ruiz, 
and her exceptional design is proof of that. 
Originally from Zlín, she graduated from the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Bratislava where she 
studied industrial design. Immediately after 
completing her studies she joined Lasvit, 
where she focuses on creating custom-de-
signed sculptures. In addition to Cartier, the 
clients of the company include such brands 
as Rolex and Dior. Wanda’s works can also be 
seen in Hong Kong, Dubai, London, Paris and 
New York.
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THE 
ELUSIVE
Text: Mariana Kubištová
Collages: Richard Bakeš
Photo: Archive

The life of Bořek Šípek was the story of an 
artist who, being hardworking and cou-
rageous, rose from humble beginnings to 
international fame. In particular, he did not 
lack the courage to cross borders – both 
the geographical ones, when he emigrated 
from Czechoslovakia to West Germany at 
the age of 19, and 15 years later moved to 
the Netherlands; and the ones that could 
limit his work. 

Relatively early on, his talent and 
enthusiasm brought him his first profession-
al successes. One of his early awards in 
architecture was the German Architecture 
Prize in 1983. Šípek received it for a house 
called Glashaus that he designed for his 
sister Stanislava. A number of other architec-
tural assignments followed shortly. Instead of 
the anonymity of modern architectural trends, 
Šípek always opted for an individual ap-
proach. This was the way he worked on both 
large buildings and interior designs which 
he carried out all over the world.  Whether 
designing the Komatsu Ginza department 
store in Tokyo, the Škoda Auto pavilion in 
Wolfsburg, or the interiors of the Schoebaloo 
chain of shops and Karl Lagerfeld boutiques, 
Šípek was always successful in finding the 
right balance between luxury and functionali-
ty, between the intimate and the public.

He also had a unique opportunity to put 
his experience with “great” architecture and 

interior design to good use in a place with 
countless historical references, symbols of 
power and grandeur – Prague Castle. In 
1990, Václav Havel, the Czech President at 
that time, appointed him the chief architect of 
his official residence. It is clearly evident now 
how good a decision this was. Fully aware of 
reciprocal relations between interdependent 
objects, Bořek Šípek managed to add both 
larger and smaller architectural elements and 
furnishings such as chairs, carpets and light-
ing fixtures to the existing architecture, which 
is itself a mixture of different historical styles, 
without disturbing the spirit of the place. His 
designs accurately capture what is especially 
important in places like this – a sense of 
magnificence which, however, is not exclu-
sive. Etched in the memory of Czech citizens 
is, above all, the office of Václav Havel from 
which he delivered his presidential speech-
es; but Šípek also designed the entrance 
to the Office of the President, the interior of 
the Prague Castle Picture Gallery and many 
other elements.

FUNCTION IS THE BEGINNING, 
NOT THE OBJECTIVE
“If you don’t know how to start anew, you 
end up being in a rut. I don’t like to be 
restricted. By anyone and by anything. 
I like to try new things, new materials, new 
principles, new methods.”  The approach 
to creation that Bořek Šípek applied in all 
areas of his activity is particularly evident 

Eclectic, postmodern, 
magical, cosmopolitan, 
erotic. World–famous 
architect, designer and 
glassmaker. These 
are just some of the 
many adjectives that 
are associated with 
the name Bořek Ší-
pek. The range of their 
meanings shows how 
difficult it is to describe 
Šípek’s vast body of 
work. He considered 
himself primarily an 
architect and described 
experimentation as the 
driving force behind  
his work.
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in his product design. His unique ability to 
handle different materials and employ func-
tions of objects has attracted the attention 
of many renowned companies, with which 
he subsequently collaborated. The first to 
approach him, in the mid-1980s, was the 
Italian company Driade, for which Šípek was 
designing various objects until his untimely 
death in 2016. Driade provided him with 
media support and created a catalogue 
for him, featuring exclusive collections 
produced in limited quantities. Afterwards, 
he was approached by other well-known 
manufacturers, for example Alessi, Rosenthal 
and Vitra. In spite of their extraordinary and 
playful shapes, his pieces of furniture as 
well as glass, porcelain and metal tableware 
and other objects are highly functional and 
practical. In the 1980s, Šípek’s skills earned 
him an indisputable place among leading 
designers, such as Philippe Starck, Ettore 
Sottsass, Ron Arad and Oscar Tusquets, 
who were also his friends.

Šípek’s objects often have a symbolic 
meaning and their shapes and names refer 
to past personal experiences. For instance, 
the shape of the Bambi chair, named after 
Šípek’s first wife, the dancer Bambi Uden, 
alludes to the seated position of a dancer 
with legs apart. It is also a suggestion of the 
erotic aspect of Šípek’s works, and it is clear 
he did not perceive eroticism only in its most 
obvious sense, but rather as a relationship 
between man and object. “I want people 
to fall in love also with the objects that 
surround them, to really feel their presence 
as a physical challenge. I’m only interested 
in making objects with which we experi-
ence special moments, even on an ordinary 
day.” The names of many of the objects also 
hint at real-life stories – they often suggest 
friends and colleagues of Bořek Šípek, or 
historical figures.

THE JOY OF CREATION
Bořek Šípek’s work is full of joy, which is 

also experienced by the viewer. That is 
why he also preferred Buddhism to the 
European Christian tradition. While Jesus 
suffers on the cross, the Buddha is calm 
and smiling, embodying the state of mental 
and emotional balance. There is no suffering 
in Šípek’s work, on the contrary – his art is 
a joyful part of life. What gave Bořek Šípek 
the greatest pleasure and also respite was 
his activity as a glassmaker.

He was introduced to glass by the 
most competent. After the untimely death of 
his parents, the famous Czech glassmaker 
René Roubíček became Šípek’s guardian. 
He and his wife Miluše Roubíčková, also 
a glass artist, had a formative influence 
on Šípek’s attraction to glass, which first 
manifested itself in a series of designs in the 
1980s and was fully brought to fruition with 
the establishment of the Ajeto glassworks. 
Bořek Šípek founded it in 1991, together 
with the master glassmaker Petr Novotný and 

“I want people to fall in love also with the objects that 
surround them, to really feel their presence as a physical 

challenge. I’m only interested in making objects with which we 
experience special moments, even on an ordinary day.”

The Galaxy Luminia chan-
delier was designed by 
Bořek Šípek for Lasvit in 
2013. Seemingly disparate 
decorative components 
are connected in a playful 
assemblage of forms, 
materials and stories.
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Working in the Ajeto glassworks, Šípek 
achieved a unique form of expression 
that was characteristic of his work – 
chipping, carving, cutting, attaching, 
fusing, twisting or altering shapes by 
means of heat. He created works using 
the hands and experience of the best 
glassmakers right in the glassworks 
and without any preparatory sketches.
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“The essence of architecture is 
not objective truth, but 
captivating radiance.”

In his lifetime, Bořek Šípek real-
ized a number of important ar-
chitectural projects around the 
world. He implemented many 
of them, but some remained 
only in draft. The second group 
includes, among others, the 
project study for the Doha Bank 
Building in Qatar from 2004.

In 1982, Šípek built the house called 
Glashaus in Hamburg. A delicate 
glass structure – a greenhouse – 
conceals the actual dwelling. Like 
many of Šípek’s other works, the 
house is a collage – a combination of 
different approaches and materials.
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“If you don’t know how to start 
anew, you end up being in a rut. 

I don’t like to be restricted. 
By anyone and by anything. I like 
to try new things, new materials, 

new principles, new methods.”  

Bořek Šípek and Václav Havel 
were united not only by their 

collaboration at Prague Castle, 
but also by friendship. For 

Šípek’s 55th birthday, Havel gave 
him a drawing of a vase that was 

supposed to characterize him. 
“Dear Bořek, my proposal for an 

elusive vase,” added Havel.

Up until Václav Havel’s passing in 
2011, he and Bořek Šípek were the 
best of friends. Šípek was able to 
formulate Havel’s general thoughts 
into the so-called “Modern Baroque” 
style which respected history while 
reflecting contemporary emotions. 
Šípek prematurely died of cancer 
a mere five years after Havel at the 
age of 66.
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the specialist in technology Libor Fafala, so 
that he could create elaborately decorated 
glass vases, cups, bowls and chande-
liers that would be exciting to look at and 
interesting to touch. He wanted to make 
them using the hands and experience of the 
best glassmakers, right in the glassworks, 
without any preparatory sketches. In the 
Ajeto glassworks, useful glass objects were 
brought into existence that were intended 
to be enjoyed by their owners. “I wanted my 
things to be functional, not to be boring, not 
to lose their attraction easily, and I want-
ed the user to slowly and gradually find 
unobvious qualities, little peculiarities and 
pleasant surprises in them.” Ivan Kubela, 
the artist’s chief glassmaker, recalls how 
unorthodox Šípek’s management was. “He 
was a man of extremes, either it would fall 
or it wouldn’t fall, it would break... When 
something did fall and break, we took it, put 
it back together and it was perfect.”

Today, in the attic of the Ajeto glass-
works in the North Bohemian village of 
Lindava, there is an archive of glass objects 
that were created there during the period of 
more than 25 years under Šípek’s direction. 
On display are Šípek’s original glass pieces, 
designs for Driade or Rosenthal, as well 
as the Czech theatre award of Thalia. The 
glassworks is currently managed by Lasvit, 
for which Šípek designed the Galaxy Luminia 
series of chandeliers, combining his interest 
in history with his passion for blown glass, 
and the Prato di Fiori lighting fixture inspired 
by a flowering mountain meadow.
    

The Ajeto glassworks also produced 
a small collection of vases designed by 
Václav Havel. Havel, originally a playwright, 
ingeniously used the Czech meaning of 
Šípek’s surname (šípek = dog rose) to 
express how he perceived the personality 
of Bořek Šípek. His drawing, entitled The 

Elusive Vase, depicted the twig of prickly 
wild rose studded with thorns. Created on 
the basis of the drawing, the vase made of 
Czech lead crystal glass has a similar shape 
– large thorns cover the entire surface of the 
vessel in the shape of a cylinder. In recapit-
ulating many aspects of Šípek’s work and 
life, it becomes clear how fitting the adjective 
“elusive” that Václav Havel used was. None-
theless, what is also evident is that Bořek 
Šípek’s oeuvre actually defies all adjectives.    

“Design is not a path to a goal, but an art of moving 
the goal forward.”

The transparent Isotta 
bowl, which Šípek 

designed for the Italian 
brand Driade in 1991, 

was inspired by unbri-
dled fantasy and the 

Baroque. It is decorated 
by coloured leaves. 
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Czech architect and designer Bořek Šípek 
(1949-2016) is a world-renowned artist. He 
collaborated with well-known companies such 
as Alessi, Driade, Lasvit, Leitner, Rosenthal, 
Scarabas, Sèvres, Steltman, Vitra, etc. and 
received many international awards. Between 
1990 and 2003 he served as chief architect 
of Prague Castle, and in 1991 he co-founded 
the Ajeto glassworks. Bořek Šípek’s works of 
art are part of the collections of prestigious 
museums around the world and belong among 
the favorite collector’s objects.
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Text: Eva Slunečková
Photo: Zuzana Veselá

Ten years ago, you launched your first lighting 
collection with Lasvit – Neverending Glory. 
Do you remember what went into designing it?

I clearly remember the moment when 
Lasvit’s Art Director Maxim Velčovský 
approached us to collaborate. It was barely 
a year after me and Henry Wielgus started 
the studio, I was living in London at the 
time, and was just on a visit to Prague to 
take part in the Designblok festival. I had 
just installed our booth and was a mere 
stone’s throw away from Lasvit’s pres-
entation. I remember meeting him in the 
hallway and showing him our freshly set 
up installation. He liked our work so much 
he immediately offered to collaborate. The 
only small problem was that we had less 
than ten days to turn in our first design. 
(laughs)

Well, they do say a genius design sometimes 
takes less than a minute to crystallize. But how 
did you manage to design a bestseller in just 
under ten days?

Honestly, it was ridiculous. We worked 
day and night on it, and finally came up 
with five concepts. Maxim visited us at 
our studio, and we left Neverending Glory 

for last, because we were sure it had real 
potential. And we were right, as he was 
immediately interested in it.

At that time, you already achieved success with 
the design you made as part of your graduate 
thesis – you were rendering iconic Modernist 
furniture in wire contours, and even developed 
the project for Cappellini… And we find this 
same tendency in Neverending Glory as well.

In Neverending Glory, we originally 
intended to update the classical form of 
a candle-chandelier. We liked the idea of 
retaining only its outline, of making it 
symbolic. I think it was me who came up 
with the idea, and Henry then proposed 
we use the shapes of particular chan-
deliers which hang in the world’s most 
famous theaters. We were fascinated by 
that singular moment of awe – whenev-
er you walk into the La Scala in Milan, 
the Palais Garnier in Paris or New York 
City’s Metropolitan Opera, it is always 
the exquisite chandelier which first 
takes one’s breath away. So, we started 
playing around with their iconic shapes 
and rotating them on their axis. And 
it was Maxim who brought our atten-
tion to the Estates Theater in Prague. 

This year marks 
10 years since Jan 
Plecháč started exper-
imenting with shapes, 
surfaces and materi-
als and taking them to 
the limit. Jan doesn’t 
care whether he uses 
glass, metal or textiles; 
the idea itself dictates 
what material might 
best suit the given pro-
ject. We visited him in 
his Prague studio and 
talked about his sud-
den passion for fragile 
glass and about what 
drove him to design the 
Hidden Light collection.

HAND-MADE
EXPERIMENTS
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We found out it was the only theater 
which never had to be rebuilt due to 
being damaged in a fire. It even hosted 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart who, in 
1787, premiered his famous opera Don 
Giovanni there.

Since then, the Neverending Glory collection 
has become a great hit. It hangs in projects all 
over the world, for example also in the homes of 
singer Justin Bieber and actress Salma Hayek. 
What does it take for a design to become 
successful?

At first sight, it has to scream: “this is it”. 
The magic of Neverending Glory consists 
in that it is simply different from all other 
designs.

GLASS IS A TRUE MYSTERY 
What did you find surprising about working 
with glass? Neverending Glory was, after all, 
the first project where you used the material…

In the case of this collection, we started 
out thinking the installations would end 
up being much bigger… But once in the 
glassworks, we found out that our ideas 
were simply not commensurate with 
reality. The glassmaking technique did 
not allow us to make the large shapes 
we had originally envisioned. It was our 
first time working with glass, and our 
inexperience in fact helped us design it, 
as sometimes knowing too much can limit 
the imagination even before you sketch 
it out on paper. Being green is great! 
After we launched the Neverending 
Glory collection, our designer colleagues, 
who have often worked with glass much 
longer, came to us and said that only 
someone who has never before worked 
with glass could have come up with such 
a design. There is definitely something to 
that! (laughs)

This is also true for your new collection Hidden 
Light, which you had been developing over 
a number of years. What turned out to be most 
challenging about it?

We made the prototype very quickly and 
both me and Henry really liked the way it 
looked. The biggest challenge for us was 
developing the initial concept into a readily 
repeatable product. I’m very grateful to 
the developers and glassworkers who 
stayed with us every step of the way and 
didn’t give up despite the many obstacles 
and challenges. I think Hidden Light 
and Neverending Glory are very much 
related, in an unconscious sort of way. We 
were originally approached by Lasvit’s Art 
Director for my graduate work with wired 
furniture, and he asked us whether we 
might not wish to blow something into 
it too. And although Neverending Glory 
ultimately went a different way, we sort of 
came full circle with Hidden Light.

The light and lamp of the 
Hidden Light collection 
were designed by Jan 
Plecháč and designer 
Henry Wielgus four years 
ago. Since then, new 
technologies have made 
it possible to render 
their ideas in repeatable 
production. Success!

“It was obvious 
Hidden Light and Neverending 
Glory had tremendous potential 
from the very first, because they 

were totally different from 
anything else.”
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Glass and its various 
forms are among the 
great passions of Jan 
Plecháč. His studio in 
Prague’s Vršovice district 
is packed with sketches, 
models and fragments 
of new, up-and-coming 
collections.

“Getting a good idea is 
a question of the right 

moment.”
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How long have you been working on 
Hidden Light?

I distinctly remember driving back from 
Nový Bor with Henry – we were thinking 
about the new design we had just present-
ed at Lasvit, but the reaction was rather 
lukewarm. They were these sheet-metal 
structures which poured glass. So, we were 
leaving a little disappointed. 
But we started brainstorming in the car: 
What if the tube wasn’t sheet-metal, but 
wire, and the glass poured outwards in all 
directions? In those two hours of driving 
from Nový Bor to Prague, we developed 
the new idea, and at home we sketched it 
out. We couldn’t wait to see how it would 
really look, so we didn’t waste any time and 
bought a metal net out of which we made 
the first construction. Then we went to the 
glassworks and let the glassworkers blow 
glass into it. We knew right away that this 
was the way to go.

What was the Art Director’s reaction?

We were just moving between studios at 
the time, so we were meeting at Hen-
ry’s cottage. We arranged a meeting with 
Maxim and [Lasvit producer] Marek 
Effmert in this picturesque rural landscape, 
and the lights shone so wonderfully it was 
like a fairy tale. It took us a long time to 
iron out the entire process of blowing the 
glass into a metal mount without having 
the materials stick together. It proved to 
be a big challenge. We finally developed 
a special metal mould which would make 
the glassworkers’ job easier, so they would 
no longer have to fret whether the metal 
form would decouple from the glass at the 
very end. The form we started using was 
actually a 3D scan of the original, hand-
made one, and even includes all its little 
inconsistencies. In this way, Hidden Light 
is also a commentary on the post-industri-
al zeitgeist.

The human touch of a craftsman is important 
to your projects, isn’t it?

I enjoy the tension between industrial 
and manual labor, so even though my 
projects might be produced in large 
series, I always like to leave them with 
a touch of craft – whether it is in their 
structure, material or by including small 
mistakes… It makes the object much more 
interesting and adds a human dimension.

What is the most important principle of 
Hidden Light?

It was really important for us to keep 
the light source opaque and the lightbulb 
invisible. This later also generated the 
name. It makes the entire object truly 
magical, while remaining functional and 
giving light. It’s always a great challenge 
to combine these two dimensions
just right.

This year marks the 
10th anniversary of Jan 

Plecháč and Henry Wiel-
gus creating the lighting 

collection Neverending 
Glory. It was among 

the first of Lasvit’s se-
rially-made lighting 

collections, and remains 
one of the brand’s best-

sellers, loved all over the 
world. The La Scala and 

Palais Garnier models are 
among the most popular.   
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ON MY OWN
You usually show your clients only the finished 
product, and never the preliminary sketches. 
Why is that?

I don’t like to wait. I prefer to complete 
the idea myself and only then start mak-
ing compromises. It usually takes a lot of 
energy and money, and sometimes doesn’t 
pay off, but it makes the most sense to 
me. (laughs)

While Hidden Light was being developed, the 
world was going through a pandemic and both 
you and Henry had newborns. You decided to 
take a sabbatical from work, and now both of 
you work on your own. What did working in 
a team give you?

Working with Henry, I realized just how 
important it is for any design to have 
a story. The proposal basically starts out 
with it, and gradually finds its way to 

its final form. In the initial phases of the 
design, neither the shape nor materials 
are at all important to me.

While Henry radically changed profession, 
you stayed in the design field, renovated your 
own studio and today work under your own 
brand.

2018 was a breaking point for me. 
My second child was born, and after 
the last hurried years – going from one 
collaborative project to another, con-
stantly moving between Milan, London 
and Prague – I decided it was time for 
some family time. I finally ended up 
taking a two-year break and was working 
on setting up my own space in an old 
medicine factory in my favorite neigh-
borhood of Vršovice. Nothing much has 
changed apart from that, and nowadays 
I go headlong into projects with as much 
fervor as ever before. (laughs)

Hidden Light contains 
a number of meanings: 
it is a symbol of post-in-
dustrial production with 
a strong statement on the 
glassmaking craft and its 
unique potential, as well 
as symbolizing the spark 
which is able to overcome 
all obstacles.

“Lasvit opened my eyes to 
the ways of glass.”

Jan Plecháč’s career as a multidisciplinary 
designer started in 2011 at the presentation of 
young talent at the Salone Satellite in Milan. 
His project was so good that it gained the 
attention of international gallerists, institu-
tions and furniture makers, and immediately 
catapulted him among the elite of product 
design. Since then, he has been designing 
for world-renown brands such as Cappellini, 
Menu, La Chance or Lasvit, making collector 
items which straddle the fields of art and de-
sign for galleries like Mint Shop and Rossana 
Orlandi, as well as purely bespoke products 
for many private clients. His eclectic portfo-
lio shows Plecháč’s experimental approach 
– whether it is product or interior design, it 
is always the overall concept which is most 
important for him, and aesthetics only come 
second. His work often shows the signs of 
craftsmanship. He has been part of the Lasvit 
family since 2012.
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OF ICE
AND
MEN

Concept: Richard Bakeš & Eva Slunečková
Styling: Romana Drdová
Photo: Shotby.us
Video stills: Anežka Horová 
Models: Markéta VuTru, Lenka Bakešová, 
Alexandr Martsynyuk
Text: Martin Müller
Special thanks: KKCG

They emerged from the depths of our imagination to show us the way to trans-
cendence. This futuristic tribe wishes to leave behind the mistakes of the past and 
ascend to a new life. Caught between prehistoric customs and the technological 
conveniences of the present, they seek a way out of a flawed world. Beings seeking 
upliftment and a moment of immersion in an endless stream of light. This is the 
path they are treading for each one of us. For everyone who yearns for ascension.
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Born of enigmatic sands, these shards 
contain secrets…
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… of our past, present and our final 
ascendency.

The journey begins at 
the foot of the 3D printed 
sculpture Aerial by the 
Czech-Argentine artist 
Federico Díaz. Its forms 
refer to the historical 
trade route that led 
through the place.
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The breeze of change engulfs 
every living being.
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One hundred and ten flat glass 
panes, varying in length, shape 

and width, were needed to 
create the final Iceberg instal-

lation. Each one is unique to 
create the perfect wave effect. 
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And the wise ones are already 
in motion.

Shales and rocks were 
formed by sedimentation 

under the Bořislavka 
river in Prague millions of 

years ago and they still 
form the contours

of the town today. Aerial 
evokes the tension 

between nature and 
humanity and reminds 
us of the permanence 
that will outlive us, as 

well as  humanity’s ability 
to change itself and its 

environment.
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The glass peak of the Ice-
berg installation at KKCG 
in Prague stands out of 
a wooden surface, which 
symbolizes the sea. It 
extends over almost 
500 square meters of 
the ceiling. Giant panels 
made of flat, sintered 
glass gradually light up to 
create the impression of 
a living organism.

 Making offerings to the titanic ice-entity 
in the skies.
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In addition to the glass, 
fifteen hundred pressed 
wooden panels were required 
for the Iceberg installation, 
which fit perfectly into the 
architectural concept of Aulík 
Fišer Architects. The slats are 
variously perforated to form 
a grid into which the glass 
components are suspended, 
as designed by Lasvit Art 
Director Maxim Velčovský. 
Light passes through them, 
reflected in the hand-sin-
tered and decorated glass 
surfaces, changing in waves 
and pulsating. 
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So we can lift our inner gaze 
off the ground.
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The Iceberg installation is
the largest artwork of its
kind by Lasvit in Europe.
The individual panels
bear the palm prints
of the KKCG founder, 
designer Maxim
Velčovský and Lasvit
founder Leon Jakimič.
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And marvel at the radiance raining  
down on us from above.
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John Cage: In the Landscape

Lanark Artefax: Voices Near The Hypocentre 

SAULT: Hiding Moon Spotify – Hiding Moon

Alto Arc: The Model Gospel 

Sébastien Tellier: La ritournelle

Texas: Hush 

Arc De Soleil: Got Caught in Amsterdam 

Nina Simone: Rock 

Busta Rhymes: Thank You (ft. Q-Tip, Kanye West, Lil Wayne) 

Hermanos Gutiérrez: El Jardin 

Emahoy Tsegué – Maryam Guèbrou: The Homeless Wanderer

Stephan Moccio: Whitby 

The xx: Islands 

Anne Sofie von Otter & Kurt Weill: Je ne t’aime pas 

Gipsy Kings: Volare

Einstürzende Neubauten: Sabrina 

Cycle (feat. Ghostemane): Underoath

Antonio Vivaldi: Storm

Coldplay: A Sky Full of Stars

33: Heaven’s Blade

Sharon Van Etten: Every Time The Sun Comes Up

X-Press 2, David Byrne: Lazy

Rhye: A Whiter Shade of Pale

Vidlik: Onuka
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Collections

Lasvit lighting products are a testament to the spark of the human spirit 
conveyed through touch. Combining creative instinct with intelligence, this 
vibrant energy is carried through the hands of our designers and creators, 

who transform sand into magic. Each an original, the resulting objects reach 
the very limit of possibility while being embedded with imagination and care.



NEVERENDING GLORY  by Jan Plecháč & Henry Wielgus

Jan Plecháč and Henry Wielgus sketched the shape of the Lasvit Never-
ending Glory pendants by rotating the silhouette around its own axis. In the 
individual silhouettes, it is possible to recognize iconic chandeliers from five 
of the world’s most eminent concert halls and theatres; La Scala in Milan, 
Palais Garnier in Paris, the Metropolitan Opera in New York, the Czech 
Republic’s Estates Theater in Prague, and the Bolshoi Theater in Moscow.

Product Family / Pendant Large, Pendant Medium, Pendant Small  
(All pendants in shapes: La Scala, Palais Garnier, Metropolitan Opera, 
Prague Estates Theater, Bolshoi Theatre), Table Lamp (La Scala), Floor 
Lamp (La Scala), Wall Sconce

Glass Color / Clear, Opal, Smoke (Lamp or Wall Sconce / Clear, Opal) 

Metal Finish / Lacquered White Matt Metal Finish (for Color Smoke / 
Lacquered Black Matt)

CIPHER

CRYSTAL ROCKS

by Yabu Pushelberg

by Arik Levy

The Cipher collection is a juxtaposition of heritage techniques and contem-
porary form. Its delicate hand-blown crystal cylindrical pieces are cut with 
clean, clear lines. Light emits only from connection points and the sources 
are ingeniously hidden to soften the overall effect. With components 
arranged in series and joined by polished champagne-gold finished connec-
tions, Cipher’s overall linear form creates a poetic visual rhythm. 

Product Family / Pendant Horizontal L, Pendant Horizontal S, 
Table Lamp S, Table Lamp L, Floor Lamp, Pendant Star L, Pendat Horizontal 
Short, Pendeant Horizontal Long, Pendant vertical S, Pendant vertical L 

Glass Color / Clear

Metal Finish / Champagne Gold, Titanium Champagne

Certainly not from the Stone Age but closer to the fictional Kryptonite, Crystal 
Rock appears in the cave of the future as an ambassador to the fusion of 
nature and man, light and reflection, transparency and mass. All these charac-
teristics are gathered within a perfectly cut, yet roughly sculpted contemporary 
silex. Its multiple reflections and deflections fascinate onlookers during the day 
and even more at night, when lighted.

Product Family / Single Pendant, Cluster of 3, Cluster of 5, Table Lamp 

Glass Color / Clear, Opal, Blue, Red, Light Amber

Metal Finish / Lacquered White Matt and Polished Stainless Steel

Table Lamp / Mist, Blue, Red, Light Amber Metal Finish: Lacquered black 
Matt
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by Kengo KumaYAKISUGI
The renowned Japanese architect drew his inspiration from a technique 
for preserving construction timber by charring its surface, known in 
Japan as Shou-Sugi-Ban or Yakisugi. This ancient technique uses 
charring wood as a means to preserve it without the need of painting 
or sealing, an aspect leading to the current revival of this technique in 
eco-friendly architecture. Adapting this process to the centuries-old 
glass craft technique enabled a contemporary design that is unique for 
every single piece of hand-blown glass.

Product Family / Vase Small, Vase Large, Vase Extra Large, Glass 
Water, Pendant Large, Pendant Small, Table lamp

Glass Color / Clear 

Metal Finish / Brushed Stainless steel
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DUNA by Zaha Hadid Design Studio

Duna was inspired by the coherent yet abstract logic of dune forma-
tions that defy traditional Cartesian geometries. Its design concept is 
realized in a three-dimensional, asymmetrical pair of intersecting glass 
forms. The striated surface of the crystal glass produces ever-changing 
effects of reflection and refraction. Narrowly directed light sources 
beam light through the mass of glass into the entire glass element, 
highlighting its geometry. 

Product Family / Pendant, Wall Sconce

Glass Color / Clear

Metal Finish / Aluminum Alloy – Anodized Silver Metal finish, Alumini-
um Alloy + Canopy Stainless Steel

HIDDEN LIGHT by Jan Plecháč

Leading Czech designers Henry Wielgus and Jan Plecháč explored the 
human psyche when creating the vision for Hidden Light. They equated 
the essence of light to humanity’s inner spark; a brightness that can 
free us from the cage of society’s expectations. They materialized this 
metaphor into a pendant lighting and a floor lamp. Large glass pieces 
were blown into a cage-like metal form, yielding a tremendous yet intri-
cate mass of glass blocks to build a solid body. When turned on, Hidden 
Light’s immense glass cage emits light outward, offering a humbling 
spacial experience in which onlookers can reflect on their own unique 
radiance. 

Product Family / Floor lamp, Pendant L

Glass Color / Clear

Metal Finish / Brass

Floor Lamp / Clear/Brass
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CONSTELLATION  by David Rockwell

Constellation was designed by American architect and designer David Rock-
well. He is founder of the Rockwell Group, a cross-disciplinary architecture 
and design firm based in New York City. The Constellation collection is 
housed in New York City’s Grand Central Terminal, uplifting visitors from their 
daily commute to an ethereal spacial experience. 
Constellation offers a ceiling lamp, a floor lamp and a wall sconce, rep-
resenting Cassiopeia, Orion’s Belt and Polaris respectively. Each piece is 
modular and offered in bespoke configurations. Wherever displayed, the light 
becomes the focal point of the space, evoking awe and wonder.

Product Family / Ceiling Cassiopeia, Wall Sconce Tri Stars, 
Floor Lamp Polaris 

Glass Color / Medium Copper

Metal Finish / Titan Champagne Stardust, Titan Black Stardust

Table Lamp and Floor Lamp / Medium Copper

UPSIDE DOWN by Boris Klimek

Boris Klimek is author of the Upside Down lighting series. For years, 
Klimek has been interested in utilizing the simplicity and rawness of 
loosely hanging cables. Yet he still wanted to capture the grandiosity of 
chandeliers, which he found in the curvatures of the free-hanging wires. 
In achieving his vision, Klimek’s design for the Upside Down series 
organically juxtaposes beautifully contrasting elements: raw design 
with elegance, magnificence with nonchalance. The series uplifts any 
space to one of subdued grandeur, providing a gentle but stunning 
experience. The Upside Down lighting can be hung independently, or 
combined with additional lighting bodies. 

Product Family / Solo Pendant, Twins Pendant, Trinity Pendant 

Glass Color / Light Smoke, Transparent Copper 

Metal Finish  / Lacquered Black Matt, Antique Rose Gold

SPACEY by Lukáš Novák

It’s said that a sphere is the most perfect shape in the universe. And 
sometimes, one can discover the whole universe within this one shape. 
The variability and immeasurable beauty of the Universe is captured in 
Spacey thanks to a special technique called lithyalin. It looks like gem-
stone, yet it is actually glass. This technique was invented in Northern 
Bohemia more than 200 years ago and has now been resurrected in 
the same region by a Czech designer.

Product Family / Pendant Supermoon, Pendant Eclipse, Table Lamp, 
Ceiling Moon Lithyalin, Floor Lamp Midnight Sun

Glass Color / Opal, Lithyalin, Lacquered Black Matt and Polished 
Brass 
Primary Material: Hand Blown Artistic Glass”

Metal Finish / Lacquered Black Matt, Lacquered Black Matt and 
Polished Brass



AND WHY NOT! by René Roubíček

René Roubíček’s pendant designed for Lasvit named by its author 
And Why Not! refers to his lifelong experimentation and searching for 
compositions and forms incarnated in glass. The pendant’s emotion-
ally intense sculptural form resembles a flash and is an evolution of 
Roubíček’s core designs based on dynamic abstraction. Light gliding 
on large, smoothly polished surfaces while absorbed by the mass of the 
glass creates a unique atmosphere.

Product Family / Lighting Sculpture

Glass Color / Clear

Metal Finish / Polished Stainless Steel Metal Finish

CANDY

UOVO

Product Family / Tumbler Glass, Whiskey Glass, Base Size Carafe, 
Long Vase, Large Vase, Cheese Lid, Ceiling Sconce Half Sphere, 
Sphere Pendant, Ring Pendant, Table lamp

Glass Color / By Design 

Metal Finish / Titanium Gold

Product Family / Pendant Small, Pendant Large

Glass Color / Gold, Silver, Perla Nera

Metal Finish / Titanium Gold Mirror, Super Polished Stainless Steel, 
Titanium Black Mirror

by Campana Brothers

by Rony Plesl

The Candy collection builds on the colorful universe of the Campana 
Brothers’ Sushi series, but explores and expresses it through glass,  
a material that has fascinated them since childhood. Campana Brothers 
found inspiration for this collection in the colorful candies sold in pop-
ular markets in Brazil. This initial concept was enthusiastically received 
by Czech glass-masters, always ready to explore new techniques and 
visions.

Like something from a fairytale, Uovo – egg – sparkles like a radiant 
and mystical gem in a faraway land. These reflective art glass lighting 
sculptures shine like a mountain of precious rounded mirrors, capturing 
nearby objects and multiplying them to infinity.
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PRESS by Nendo

The Press collection was created by world-renowned, Tokyo-based 
design studio Nendo. Following the minimalistic approach to contem-
porary Japanese design, Press collection offers pieces that are not only 
stunning in their simplicity, but subtly play with the space between the 
design. The angles of the pinched surface savour the light, containing 
it within the cylindrical form in order to maintain a gentle glow.
Because the collection has an unwaveringly clean and thoughtful 
design language, it is exquisite in clusters, reshaping a space with 
breathtaking softness and vulnerability. The ICE storyline adds a greater 
depth to the space between the design, while here, the light is hushed 
and indistinct, uplifting guests in an ambience of warmth and awe.

Product Family / Pendant, Floor Lamp

Glass Color / Clear

Metal Finish / Polished Stainless Steel Metal Finish
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GALAXY LUMINIA by Bořek Šípek

Product Family / Pendant

Glass Color / Clear, Red, Blue

Metal Finish / Polished Brass and Matt Brass

A small Big Bang. History has encountered a new era which has ex-
ploded into this extraordinary pendant. Seemingly disparate decorative 
components are connected into a playful assemblage of forms, materi-
als and stories. Galaxy Luminia is like a new living species and, until the 
next Big Bang, lives its own independent life.



SYMBOLL

GLISSADE

 by LLEV studio

 by Yabu Pushelberg

Symboll was created by the Czech design studio LLEV. The collection con-
sists of sustainable glassware formed by the organic processes of mycelium 
growth. By using natural materials, the studio has introduced an original 
method for recycling and ethical production.
LLEV uses mycelial processes to create the collection’s moulds. Since every 
mycelial mould is formed with a different structure, each glass object has its 
own unique imprint – suspending guests between modernity and the natural 
world. Symboll includes candle holders and vases, as well as water, whiskey, 
beer and long-drink glasses. Each product is made of recyclable glass and 
every mould is naturally biodegradable.

Product Family / Glass Beer, Glass Water, Glass Whiskey, Candlestick, Vase

Glass Color / Clear, Smoke

Metal Finish / Mycelium

Snow-capped mountain peaks and the art of mountaineering are the inspira-
tion behind the new Glissade collection by design icon Yabu Pushelberg.   
The design of the new Glissade glassware collection was created by Yabu 
Pushelberg, the designers who brought us the refined Otto collection. 
Perfecting the intricate arrangement of angles, curves and textures of the 
Glissade collection required over three years of development and technical 
innovation by Yabu Pushelberg and the glass masters at LASVIT. Glissade 
faithfully evokes the snow-covered steep slopes of mountains while main-
taining a unique visual balance and ensuring that the individual objects are 
pleasing to grasp.

Product Family / Bowl, Glass Juice, Glass Tumbler, Vase L, Vase S, 
Whiskey set of 2

Glass Color / Sandblasted

CIRCLE

OTTO

by Milena Kling

by Yabu Pushelberg

The fine collection of mouth-blown table glasses is composed of individual 
pieces, all hand crafted by traditional artisan glassmakers. The delicate line-
ar engravings of the Circle crystal glasses result from the unique production 
process of each object in fine, pleated copper sheets. The flexible copper 
mould allows the fluid glass to form its distinct shape of free-flowing circles. 
Every piece is one of a kind. Enjoy and handle with care.

Product Family / Water Glass, Tumbler Glass, Carafe 

Glass Color / Clear

The design for the Otto glassware collection was approached with  
a balance of refined detailing, applied to both the rustic qualities and the 
precise craftsmanship of each piece. Alternating radial and tangential cut 
lines provide dramatic texture to careful line-work and the well-defined 
silhouettes of the Otto collection.

Product Family / Carafe, Decanter Long, Decanter Large, Glass Highball, 
Glass Champagne Coupe, Glass Champagne Flute, Glass Red Wine, Glass 
Water, Glass White Wine, Glass Tumbler, Cooler, Vase Botanical, Vase 
Rotund, Vase Cylinder

Glass Color / Clear
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Icons

Icons derive from Lasvit’s most beloved bespoke installations from around 
the world. This curated selection of our timeless designs offers the possibility to con-
figure a variety of component sizes, shapes, colors into diverse compositions for even 

the most demanding of interiors. Selected Icons are also available in predefined 
shapes and sizes.



CRYSTAL RODS

Seemingly humble glass rods can give birth to incredible 
shapes and compositions. Every creative path opened by 
Crystal Rods begins with just four different glass pieces 
and can be composed in four different styles. 
The composition, however, is always a unique process,  
a collaboration between your taste and purposes, and our 
artistic expression.

Product Family / Available as Bespoke feature
Component / Straight Rod, Curved Rod, J-Shaped Rod, Trombone
Compositions / Ornamental Horizontal, Ornamental Vertical, Spiral, Horizontal
Glass Color / Clear, Clear with optical effects, Clear with Soda, Amber
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Crystal Rods installation at The St. 
Regis Downtown in Dubai, UAE.

Crystal Rods installation at Palazzo 
Versace in Dubai, UAE.



PEBBLES

The bubble-like Pebbles create almost limitless possi-
bilities, no matter how demanding the space is. These 
components are internally coated in liquid metal, crea-
ting a reflective, mirror-like effect. You can form all kinds 
of compositions – the only limit is your imagination!
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Product Family / Available as Bespoke feature
Components / Pebble in 5 component sizes
Compositions / Organic, Stream, Spiral, Grid
Glass Color / More than 20 options ranging from metallic to colorful
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Pebbles installation at Paradise 
Hotel, in Busan, South Korea.

Pebbles installation in 
a private residence.



DANCING LEAVES 

Looking for more freedom than the ready-to-order shapes 
of the Dancing Leaves Lasvit Icon? There are nearly unlimi-
ted possibilities with this breezy concept: whether you are 
looking for a simple customization or you want to unleash 
this dynamically inspired concept to a more overwhelming 
composition, we are here to help you.

Product Family / Cone 1, Cone 2, Cone 3, Cone 4, Oval 1, Oval 2, Oval 3,  
Round 1, Round 2. Also available as Bespoke feature.
Components / Glass Leaf in 5 different sizes
Glass Color / Clear/Silver, Clear/Amber
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Dancing Leaves installation 
in a private residence.

Dancing Leaves installation at The 
Peninsula Hotel in Paris, France.



TWILL & LACE

Composed of crystal beads, both Twill & Lace create a delica-
te structure that mesmerizes. Both designs work as a glittering 
glass fabric with Twill representing a more solid substance 
with stricter structure. Taking inspiration from its name, Lace 
creates a much more flexible shape. With prismatic reflections 
playing off the facets, both designs appear to be changing 
shape to create a truly imaginative sculpture.
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Product Family / Available as Bespoke feature
Components / Twill, Lace
Compositions / Rug, Square, Square Flower, Oval, Oval Flower, Stream, Lace Strip
Glass Color / Clear, Glass Netting / Polished Stainless Steel
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Twill installation at a luxury 
hotel in Washington DC.

Twill installation at Sofitel 
Dubai Downtown Hotel, UAE.



A:LIVE

A:Live represents a design concept for a kinetic glass sculpture. 
The kinetic effect is designed so that each segment rotates 
around its axis. Various glass components, such as spheres, 
rods and more, can be designed in multiple colors. The same 
concept with new elements results in a completely different 
sculpture and various aesthetic styles can be achieved.

Compositions / Modular segments rotate around their axes. 
Various compositions feature a variety of components.
Product Family / Available as Bespoke feature
Glass Color / Variety of options
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A:Live composition rendering.

A:Live composition rendering.
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ALICE

Since ancient times, flowers symbolized peace and love, values as 
fragile as glass. Alice is just such a perfect blossom – fragile, origi-
nal and unique, it lights up any interior with a warm and compassio-
nate glow. Lasvit created three ready-to-order solutions.
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Product Family / S version. Also available as Bespoke feature
Glass Color / Clear, Light Amber, Light Smoke
Also available in other shapes as a Bespoke feature.
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Alice installation in 
a private residence.

Alice product rendering (S version).



HERBARIUM

Herbarium is a tribute to nature. A special glassmaking 
technique enabled us to imprint any flower in glass and 
conserve the image of nature as we know it. Lasvit crea-
ted nine ready-to-order solutions. Also available in other 
shapes as a bespoke feature.

Product Family / Oval S/M/L, Round S/M/L, Living Room 
S/M/L, Cone/Staircase. Available as Bespoke feature
Components / Each component is unique 
Glass Color / Clear, Clear/Gold
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Herbarium composition 
rendering (Oval S).

Herbarium composition rendering.
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MIDSUMMER

Like a summer’s afternoon, this wreath buzzes with myriad 
shapes and colors. We wanted to capture the heat of the 
summer night in glass. This piece is a hanging talisman to 
light, bloom and the creative side of nature, and is the perfect 
inspiration for creating something fresh and daring. Lasvit 
created three shapes that can be arranged into countless 
ready-to-order solutions. 
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Product Family / Circle S module, Circle L module, Oval module.  
Available as Bespoke feature
Glass Color / Metal: Rose Gold/Glass:Clear and Amber, 
Metal:Gold/ Glass:Clear and Silver
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Midsummer composition 
rendering (Oval and Circle L).

Midsummer composition rendering 
(6 × Oval and 2 × Circle L).



Lasvit Art Walls



Lasvit Art Walls

Lasvit Art Walls offer a variety of styles that can be combined to create
 the best-fitting design for any space. Functionality and aesthetics merge, as fine 
glass offers a unique atmosphere, originality, and privacy. All design concepts are 
modular in terms of size, pattern, or color-scheme, and are perfect for interior 

use as partitions or decorative walls.
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CURTAIN

IMPASTO

In theatres, curtains serve to decorate the stage and hide backstage 
preparations. Similarly, Lasvit’s Curtain gives any interior a sense of 
privacy and an artful ambience.

Fastening / floor, possible to manually turn component around 
its axis 360°

Glass Color / Clear, Clear + Smoke, Clear + Grey/Blue, Clear + Grey

Pattern / 3 types of patterns (Grid, Textile, Vertical folds) 

Colors of metal parts / Stainless Steel – Brushed, Brushed + Color 
options: Bronze, Champagne, Light Gold

Impasto is a visually impactful glass wall full of vibrant shapes and 
colors which takes its name from the classic painting technique of 
post-Impressionist artists. Its extraordinary ability to reflect light adds 
a dash of expression to any space.

Fastening / 4 types of fastening (floor/ pipes above glass segments 
in one line, floor/ pipes on the same level as glass segments, floor – 
ceiling/stain less wires, floor – ceiling/ pipes) 

Glass Color / Grey, Smoke, Amber, Orange, Body, Wine, Grenade, 
Vio let, Purple, Light Blue

Colors of metal parts / Stainless Steel – Brushed, Brushed + Color 
options: Bronze, Champagne, Light Gold



LASVIT CRYSTAL WALL

LASVIT LIQUIDKRISTAL

Lasvit’s Crystal Wall takes its inspiration from the architecture 
of the Czechoslovakian 1960s and 1970s, but updates it for the 
refined tastes of the 21st century. The versatility of the glass 
clip-in system means that it can be used as paneling, decoration 
or partition.

Fastening / 3 types of fastening (floor, floor – ceiling, wall) 

Glass Color / Silver, Gold, Silver-Gold, Bronze, Graphite, Copper 
metal coating 

Colors of metal parts / Lacquered to fit with the color of tiles, 
Welded Steel frame

Lasvit Liquidkristal combines technology and design to create a new 
architectural product, replacing the enormous monotony of typical large 
glass structures with rich, natural and diverse surfaces. Using fluid dy-
namics, Lovegrove Studio and Lasvit digitally explored the densification 
and large-scale distribution of patterns found in nature.

Fastening / 2 types of fastening (floor, floor – ceiling) 

Glass Color / Clear

Pattern / Wavy pattern 

Color of metal parts / Stainless steel (other upon request)
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TAPESTRY

Traditional tapestries have always been considered monumental 
achievements of artisan craft, and LASVIT’s Tapestry also draws 
heavily on the legacy of fine craftsmanship, playing with glass in 
new and unexpected ways.

Fastening / 3 types of fastening (floor, floor – ceiling, wall) 

Glass Color / Clear

Pattern / 3 types of pattern (Vertical Stripes, Drapery, Grid) 

Colors of metal parts / Champagne, Bronz, Nickel, Stainless 
Steel frame + Aluminium parts

CIRRUS

The cloud genus called Cirrus are fine, thin, almost translucent wisps 
of cloud which create a romantic spectacle, and the Cirrus glass wall 
deliberately replicates this natural phenomenon. The glass structure 
of the Cirrus wall also took inspiration from ice crystals which naturally 
form real Cirrus clouds. Cirrus is the third collaboration between Lasvit 
and the iconic design duo Yabu Pushelberg. 

Fastening / Floor

Glass Color / Variety of options

Colors of metal parts / Stainless steel (other upon request)



MASTABA 

AUREA

Aurea‘s design is inspired by the technique of long exposure photogra-
phy, which creates an ethereal, abstract, and dreamy atmosphere, since 
all the motion in the photo is softened and blurred, resulting in a vibrant 
and dynamic impression. Aurea can be entirely customized in terms of 
glass color.

Fastening / Wall

Glass Color / Variety of options

Mastaba takes its inspiration and shape from stepped pyramids, 
architectural structures which characterized several cultures throughout 
history, in various locations worldwide. Thanks to the design‘s versatility, 
Mastaba can be used as a wall decoration, interior partition or paneling.

Fastening / 4 types of fastening (floor, floor-ceiling, ceiling, wall)

Glass Color / Clear
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